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Abstract

The exchange of kinetic and electromagnetic energy by precipitation and/or outflow, and through field-aligned currents are two

aspects of the ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling. A thorough investigation of these processes is required to better understand

magnetospheric dynamics. Building on our previous study using DMSP spectrometer data, here we use Swarm vector field

magnetometer data to describe the auroral oval morphology in terms of east-west magnetic field perturbations. We define a

threshold for detecting magnetic fluctuations based on the power spectral density of ΔBEW and derive the disturbed magnetic

field occurrence probability (dBOP) at low [0.1–1Hz] and high [2.5–5Hz] frequencies. High-frequency distributions of dBOP

reveal a dayside-nightside asymmetry, whereas low-frequency dBOP exhibits a persistent morphological asymmetry between

the dawn-to-noon and the dusk-to-midnight sectors, peaking at dawn. Notably, weak solar wind conditions are associated with

an increase in the dBOP asymmetric patterns. At low frequency in particular, while the dBOP seems to be primarily constant

at dawn, the dusk dBOP decreases during quiet times, inducing a relatively larger dawn-dusk asymmetry in such conditions.

We find that the dBOP distributions at low frequencies exhibit features similar to those present in distributions of the auroral

electron precipitation occurrence probability, suggesting that the low-frequency dBOP constitutes a reasonable proxy for the

large-scale auroral oval. Our interpretation is that the dBOP at low frequencies reflects a quasi-steady state circulation of

energy, while the high-frequency dBOP reflects the regions of rapid changes in the magnetosphere. The dBOP is therefore a

crucial source of information regarding the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.
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Abstract13

The exchange of kinetic and electromagnetic energy by precipitation and/or outflow and14

through field-aligned currents are two aspects of the ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling.15

A thorough investigation of these processes is required to better understand magneto-16

spheric dynamics. Building on our previous study using DMSP spectrometer data, here17

we use Swarm vector field magnetometer data to describe the auroral oval morphology18

in terms of east-west magnetic field perturbations. We define a threshold for detecting19

magnetic fluctuations based on the power spectral density of ∆BEW, and derive the dis-20

turbed magnetic field occurrence probability (dBOP) at low [0.1–1Hz] and high [2.5–5Hz]21

frequencies. High-frequency distributions of dBOP reveal a dayside-nightside asymme-22

try, whereas low-frequency dBOP exhibits a persistent morphological asymmetry between23

the dawn-to-noon and the dusk-to-midnight sectors, peaking at dawn. Notably, weak so-24

lar wind conditions are associated with an increase in the dBOP asymmetric patterns.25

At low frequency in particular, while the dBOP seems to be primarily constant at dawn,26

the dusk dBOP decreases during quiet times, inducing a relatively larger dawn-dusk asym-27

metry in such conditions. We find that the dBOP distributions at low frequencies ex-28

hibit features similar to those present in distributions of the auroral electron precipita-29

tion occurrence probability, suggesting that the low-frequency dBOP constitutes a rea-30

sonable proxy for the large-scale auroral oval. Our interpretation is that the dBOP at31

low frequencies reflects a quasi-steady state circulation of energy, while the high-frequency32

dBOP reflects the regions of rapid changes in the magnetosphere. The dBOP is there-33

fore a crucial source of information regarding the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.34

Plain Language Summary35

The Earth’s magnetic environment (magnetosphere) and the ionized upper atmo-36

sphere (ionosphere) are electrodynamically coupled. Within the magnetosphere-ionosphere37

(MI) system, energy and momentum are exchanged through both charged and neutral38

particles. The aurora is one phenomenon resulting from the interaction between solar39

wind, magnetosphere and ionosphere. While it is commonly thought of as a visual spec-40

tacular event, the definition of aurora is broad and all types of aurora are not necessar-41

ily visible from the ground. Aurora can also be inferred from satellite data, such as pre-42

cipitating electron energy flux and magnetic field perturbations. We show that the spa-43

tial distributions of these two auroral proxies are similar to the expected large-scale au-44

rora as they both form an oval-shaped region around the magnetic poles. In particular,45

the auroral oval is persistently wider and/or more intense in the dawn region, compared46

to dusk. We aim to better understand the MI coupling by investigating the auroral oval47

morphology through the occurrence probability of disturbed magnetic field.48

1 Introduction49

Magnetic reconnection at Earth’s dayside magnetosphere results in the exchange50

of plasma populations between the solar wind and the magnetosphere (Dungey, 1961).51

Following Dungey’s cycle, the motion of plasma and the associated convection of mag-52

netic flux within the magnetosphere leads to reconnection in the magnetotail, which in53

turn excites a flow of accelerated electrons and ions towards the Earth. Solar wind en-54

ergy and momentum are ultimately transferred from the magnetosphere to the high-latitude55

ionosphere via the field-aligned currents (FACs), which themselves arise as a response56

to the stresses applied to the magnetosphere-ionosphere system (Strangeway et al., 2000)57

and are carried by charged particles flowing along magnetic field lines. FACs have been58

broadly studied based on observations from low-orbiting satellites, as well as inferred from59

radars and ground-based magnetometer network observations (e.g., Iijima & Potemra,60

1976; Christiansen et al., 2002; Kustov et al., 2000; Kamide et al., 1981). These and many61

additional studies have established that FACs play a fundamental role in the solar wind-62
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magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling and, more specifically, auroral physics (Milan et al.,63

2017).64

The auroral oval is commonly described as the high-latitude region where energetic65

electrons, originally accelerated in the magnetospheric plasma sheet, precipitate (Newell66

et al., 2004a, 2009; Khazanov & Glocer, 2020). A myriad of studies have focused on au-67

roral particle measurements in the specific context of defining a proxy of the auroral oval.68

Dombeck et al. (2018), Zhang and Paxton (2008) and Newell et al. (2004b, 2014), for69

example, derived statistical models of the aurora based on the average precipitating en-70

ergy flux. In particular, the OVATION Prime model aims at predicting the auroral power71

deposited in the ionosphere, depending on the solar wind driving. Newell et al. (2009)72

also contributed to developing auroral precipitation forecasting as they categorized the73

aurora into diffuse, monoenergetic, broadband, and ion.74

Extended knowledge of auroral precipitation has benefited the investigation of the75

auroral region morphology and dynamics. In their studies, Newell et al. (1996); Redmon76

et al. (2010); Kilcommons et al. (2017a) derived the auroral oval boundaries based on77

precipitation data. Recently, Decotte et al. (2023) obtained maps of auroral occurrence78

probability from precipitating electron energy flux measurements. Furthermore, the expanding-79

contracting polar cap (ECPC) model predicts the size of the polar cap, depending on80

the opening and closure of magnetic flux through dayside and nightside reconnection (Cowley81

& Lockwood, 1992). This, in turn, controls the open-closed boundary (OCB) location,82

which varies with the amount of open magnetic flux in the magnetotail lobes. Chisham83

et al. (2022), among others (e.g., Newell et al., 2004b; Kauristie et al., 1999; Carbary et84

al., 2003; Laundal et al., 2010) have demonstrated that the OCB essentially constitutes85

the precipitation poleward auroral oval boundary.86

In the past decades, it has been extensively shown that a relationship exists be-87

tween magnetic field perturbations/FACs and particle precipitation. Sato et al. (2004)88

investigated magnetic field variations and concluded that they were in phase with the89

high-energy electron flux seen by FAST. Similarly, Hatch, Moretto, et al. (2020) demon-90

strated the statistical relationship between east-west magnetic field fluctuations and en-91

ergetic outflows in the magnetosphere-ionosphere transition region. It has also been shown92

that electron and ion energy flux increase with FACs magnitude in both upward and down-93

ward current regions (Robinson et al., 2018). Although they pointed out systematic dif-94

ferences in the location of particle energy fluxes and FACs intensity peak, Xiong et al.95

(2020) showed that electron and ion energy flux behave in a similar way as FACs, with,96

in particular, a similar response to enhanced southward Bz.97

It has additionally been established in many different studies that magnetic fluc-98

tuations and auroral structures were related. Nagatsuma et al. (1995) have found a lat-99

itudinally narrow field-aligned current system on the poleward boundary of the night-100

side auroral oval. They found that this boundary current system is associated with suprather-101

mal electrons with pitch angles predominately in the field-aligned direction. Nagatsuma102

et al. (1996) further demonstrated that the FAC fluctuations in this boundary current103

system are due to the superposition of incident and reflected Alfvén waves. Fujii et al.104

(1985) established that the magnetic fluctuations related well to the fluctuations in au-105

roral luminosities estimated at 100 km altitude. Moreover, Gillies et al. (2015) used Swarm106

magnetometers to demonstrate the existence of a region of fluctuating field-aligned cur-107

rents associated with persistent patchy pulsating aurora structures.108

Hence, while precipitation studies are crucial in the quest for a better understand-109

ing of the auroral region, FACs appear to be a reasonable proxy for the auroral oval. Xiong110

et al. (2014) have derived auroral oval boundaries from small- and medium-scale FACs111

and have validated the position of these boundaries against the BAS auroral model de-112

rived from IMAGE optical observations. Iijima and Potemra (1978) suggested that FACs113

sheets are generally aligned with the poleward boundary of the auroral oval, which has114
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been proven true by Burrell et al. (2020), as they derived the OCB location from the re-115

gion 1 to region 2 FACs boundary.116

The auroral oval is the region of the ionosphere-thermosphere system where the mag-117

netospheric energy converges (Thayer & Semeter, 2004). This convergence of energy re-118

sults in, among other things, photon emission, Joule heating and satellite drag in the up-119

per atmosphere, and electric currents as well as associated ground magnetic field distur-120

bances (Juusola et al., 2020). A better understanding of the auroral oval dynamics would121

therefore benefit the MI coupling research and more generally contribute to a better un-122

derstanding of how the space environment impacts Earth. However, it is challenging to123

monitor the dynamics of the auroral oval, as this region is highly variable both in space124

and time (Ohma et al., 2023). All available sensing methods should then be considered125

when investigating the auroral oval. This study follows a previous investigation of the126

auroral occurrence probability, using electron precipitation data from DMSP (Decotte127

et al., 2023). Here we use the Swarm magnetometer data and derive the disturbed mag-128

netic field occurrence probability (dBOP) in the auroral region. This is an alternative129

to deriving the auroral boundaries directly, which can be ambiguous as it has been shown130

that the relation between optical observations, ground and space magnetic field measure-131

ments, FACs, etc. is complex (Simon Walker’s study (A comparison of auroral oval prox-132

ies with the boundaries of the auroral electrojets) – paper submitted, waiting for the DOI).133

Further, when derived from Sun-synchronous satellite observations, modelled boundaries134

are subject to a local time bias that is bypassed when looking at occurrence probabil-135

ity instead (Decotte et al., 2023). We aim to investigate if the dBOP could be a reliable136

proxy of the auroral oval.137

In Section 2 we introduce the data sets used in this study, which comprise mag-138

netic field and IMF data. We then describe the methodology for deriving the dBOP from139

magnetic field perturbations. We present the resulting occurrence distributions (maps140

and MLT profiles) as a function of external conditions such as solar wind driving and141

substorm activity in Section 3. In Section 4 we summarize the results in terms of mor-142

phological features of the auroral oval, and we discuss our findings in relation to the au-143

roral electron precipitation occurrence probability derived in our previous study (Decotte144

et al., 2023).145

2 Data and Methodology146

In this section, we present the data used in our study. We also give a detail of the147

data pre-processing before we introduce the concept of disturbed magnetic field occur-148

rence probability.149

2.1 Swarm magnetic field dataset150

Our study relies on the measurement of magnetic field perturbations provided by151

the Vector Field Magnetometer (VFM) carried aboard the Swarm satellites as they cross152

the polar auroral region. The Swarm constellation mission consists of three identical satel-153

lites (A, B and C) in near-polar, circular orbits. Swarm A and C form a pair as they are154

flying side-by-side (separated by 1.4 degrees in longitude) at approximately 460 km al-155

titude, while Swarm B orbits at a higher altitude of approximately 510 km. All three156

satellites have an inclination angle of about 87–88 degrees. Such a multi-satellite con-157

figuration is well suited to study the current systems of the polar ionosphere (Ritter et158

al., 2013). We use the virtual research platform – VirES for Swarm – (Smith & Pačes,159

2022) to access and collect the high-resolution (50 Hz) magnetic field vector data, which160

are provided in a local NEC (North-East-Centre) geocentric reference frame. After con-161

verting from geocentric to geodetic coordinates, we downsample the Swarm 50 Hz mag-162

netic field vector measurements to 10 Hz by selecting every fifth data point, and we even-163

tually gather all available data from Swarm A and B between 2014 and 2021. We omit164
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Swarm C in our analysis as Swarm A and C are expected to give similar results due to165

their proximity and the similarity of their orbital configurations.166

As we aim to investigate how the disturbed magnetic field behaves under various167

geomagnetic conditions, we combine our Swarm dataset with the solar wind magnetic168

field and plasma parameters from the OMNI database. We point out that these data rep-169

resent near-Earth estimates of solar wind properties as the original upstream observa-170

tions have been time-shifted to the Earth’s bow shock nose (King & Papitashvili, 2005).171

2.2 Data selection procedure172

We use the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model to infer the173

Earth’s main magnetic field component for each Swarm data point. We then subtract174

it from the measured magnetic field, such that only the magnetic field perturbations re-175

main: Bmeas−BIGRF = ∆B. After converting the residual perturbation vector to Apex176

coordinates (Richmond, 1995), we extract the magnetic field perturbation in the mag-177

netic East-West direction ∆BEW. The selected data should then mostly reflect field-aligned178

current sheets that run primarily in that direction. The rest of the analysis applies to179

the portions of the ∆BEW time series falling within 50◦ ≤ |MLat| ≤ 90◦, with MLat180

in Modified Apex coordinates (Laundal & Richmond, 2017).181

2.3 ∆BEW spectrograms and spectral power estimates182

We use the multitaper method (e.g., Hatch, Haaland, et al., 2020) to derive spec-183

trograms (power spectral density vs frequency and time) from ∆BEW time series. Each184

power spectrum is calculated from a 20-s window (201 measurements at 10 Hz), and con-185

secutive power spectra are calculated using a 1-s shift. Consequently, given the frequency186

lower limit (0.05 Hz) and the spacecraft velocity (7.5 km/s), only currents with spatial187

scales smaller than 150 km are represented. Note that by cutting the 0 Hz frequency we188

eliminate fluctuations that would otherwise contribute to a similar analysis as done on189

FACs.190

Figure 1 shows an example ∆BEW time series (panel b) and the corresponding spec-191

trogram (panel c) during a Swarm crossing of the polar region (panel a). Note that the192

spectrogram’s y-axis ranges from 0.05 to 5 Hz. The upper limit corresponds to the max-193

imum frequency intended to avoid aliasing in the sub-sampled data (10 Hz). ∆BEW(t)194

shows that magnetic field perturbations occur in the vicinity of the auroral region (ap-195

proximately 68–80◦ MLat) (panels a and b). Power intensification in the ∆BEW power196

spectral density (panel c) expresses the presence of fluctuations in ∆BEW(t), especially197

at low frequencies (< 0.5 Hz). The dominance of such low frequencies reveals that the198

power spectral density of ∆BEW mostly features relatively large spatial scale structures199

(15–150 km).200

We eventually calculate the ∆BEW spectral power by integrating the power spec-201

tral density over three different frequency ranges in the spacecraft frame of reference: 0.05–202

0.5 Hz, 0.1–1 Hz, and 2.5–5 Hz. Note that if all observed magnetic fluctuations varied203

only in space, these frequency bands would respectively correspond to spatial scales of204

approximately 15–150 km, 7.5–75 km, and 1.5–3 km (see Section 4 for further discus-205

sion on this matter). Panel d of Figure 1) shows the three corresponding power time se-206

ries in cyan, orange and green, respectively.207

Performing this procedure for all polar pass data between 2014 and 2021 for Swarm208

A and B results in about 108 measurements that are saved into a database together with209

their corresponding time and location, to be used in our subsequent statistical analysis.210
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Figure 1: Example disturbed magnetic field identification based on ∆BEW time series
from one northern polar region crossing by Swarm A on the 25th of September, 2014, be-
tween 00:58:55 and 01:21:00 UT. Left: The spacecraft orbit is shown in black on an Apex
magnetic latitude / local time grid. Right, top panel: magnetic latitude of the satellite
orbit during this pass. Second panel: Associated ∆BEW time series. Third panel: ∆BEW

spectrogram with the frequency on the y-axis and time on the x-axis. The horizontal lines
correspond to the lower (dotted) and upper (dashed) limits of different frequency ranges:
0.05–0.5, 0.1–1 and 2.5–5 Hz in cyan, orange and green respectively. Bottom/fourth panel:
∆BEW integrated over each of the previously mentioned frequency bands. The horizontal
lines show the threshold for the detection of disturbed magnetic field, within each fre-
quency band. The different regions of detected disturbed magnetic field are shown shaded
in cyan, orange or green, depending on the frequency band. The identified regions of dis-
turbed magnetic field are also highlighted in the same color along the satellite orbit (left).
This figure can be compared with Figure 2 in Decotte et al. (2023) and Kilcommons et al.
(2017b).
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2.4 Power threshold for detection of magnetic field fluctuations211

We then derive a binary dataset that indicates whether portions of ∆BEW spec-212

tral power estimate, within each of the above-mentioned frequency bands, may be deemed213

to be associated with magnetic field perturbations or not. To generate such a dataset214

we must define the threshold above which the power estimates are deemed “disturbed215

magnetic field”, and “undisturbed magnetic field” otherwise. This is conceptually sim-216

ilar to the procedure described by Decotte et al. (2023) for producing a binary “aurora/no217

aurora” time series from DMSP/SSJ electron precipitation measurements. We will dis-218

cuss how both datasets compare in Section 4.219

We choose the magnetic field disturbances detection threshold to correspond to the220

75th percentile of the ∆BEW spectral power estimate in each frequency band. This yields221

power thresholds of 69 nT2, 48 nT2 and 0.02 nT2 for the 0.05–0.5 Hz, 0.1–1 Hz and 2.5–222

5 Hz frequency bands, respectively. More details about the selection of power limits are223

given in section 3.1. We will also show that the choice of threshold in a given frequency224

band has only a minor influence on the conclusions we draw in this study.225

Figure 1 (panel d) shows the integrated power spectral density in the 0.05–0.5 Hz,226

0.1–1 Hz and 2.5–5 Hz frequency bands in cyan, orange, and green, respectively. The thresh-227

old used in each frequency band is represented by the horizontal line of the same colour,228

such that the spectral power of ∆BEW constitutes magnetic field perturbations when above229

that limit. The polar plot at left of Figure 1 shows the latitudinal extent of the portions230

of ∆BEW spectral power exceeding the detection threshold, depending on the frequency231

band. It can be seen that the high-frequency magnetic field fluctuations (in green) tend232

to extend to higher latitudes than the lower-frequency structures (in cyan and orange).233

2.5 Disturbed magnetic field occurrence probability (dBOP) - Proba-234

bility of detecting magnetic fluctuations in the auroral region235

Still following Decotte et al. (2023), data points from the “disturbed/not disturbed”236

magnetic field dataset defined in Section 2.4 are binned to an approximately equal-area237

MLat-MLT grid covering the entire polar regions (> 60◦ |MLat|). The grid cells are or-238

ganized in rings of width 1◦ MLat, with 2 cells in the 89◦–90◦ ring and 68 cells in the239

50◦– 51◦ one. We calculate the probability of detecting disturbed magnetic field in each240

bin (providing that it contains > 200 measurements), by dividing the sum of all obser-241

vations identified as magnetic field fluctuation by the total number of measurements. In242

Section 3, we investigate the MLat-MLT distributions of the resulting disturbed mag-243

netic field occurrence probability (dBOP) and its MLT variation under varying exter-244

nal conditions. The MLT profile of dBOP (1D-dBOP) is derived by interpolating the prob-245

abilities to a regular MLT-MLat grid (0.5◦ MLat and 8 min MLT resolution) and aver-246

aging the gridded values over latitude. We will see that the 1D-dBOP gives a better sight247

of potential spatial asymmetries in the disturbed magnetic field than the complete MLat-248

MLT distribution of dBOP. Note that both hemispheres are combined in all the dBOP249

distributions presented in the following study, except for the By analysis.250

3 Results251

In this section, we explore the response of the dBOP to intrinsic parameters such252

as the frequency band and the threshold for magnetic fluctuation detection. We also in-253

vestigate how the dBOP behaves with respect to various conditions related to IMF ori-254

entation and substorm epochs.255
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Figure 2: MLat-MLT distributions of dBOP for various frequency bands and thresholds.
The top three rows correspond to different frequency bands, while the left three columns
illustrate different choices of threshold. From left to right, the thresholds correspond to
the 65th, 75th and 85th quantiles of the ∆BEW spectral power estimate in each frequency
band. From top to bottom, the frequency bands are as follows: 0.05–0.5 Hz, 0.1–1 Hz and
2.5–5 Hz. The three line plots in the right-most column correspond to the 1D-dBOP de-
rived for all three thresholds, in each of the three frequency bands. The bottom line plot
corresponds to the 1D-dBOP derived for the medium-value threshold (2nd column) for all
three frequency bands. All distributions presented in this paper span over 60–90◦ |MLat|,
and result from a combination of Swarm A and B observations from both hemispheres
(except for the By analysis).
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3.1 Variation with frequency band and threshold256

Figure 2 shows how the dBOP distribution varies depending on the frequency band257

and threshold for disturbed magnetic field detection. We emphasize that high (green to258

yellow) values of dBOP correspond to a high probability of detecting a disturbed mag-259

netic field. We also point out that the seven most poleward bins have been neglected since260

the East-West component of the magnetic field perturbation is unstable near the pole.261

The top three rows show the dBOP distributions obtained within three different262

frequency bands, with each column corresponding to a given threshold. The right-most263

column shows the MLT profiles (1D-dBOP) obtained for all three thresholds, within a264

given frequency range. The power thresholds are given by the 65th, 75th and 85th per-265

centiles (from left to right on the figure) of the ∆BEW spectral power estimate in each266

frequency band. Eventually, the bottom panel shows how the MLT profiles compare be-267

tween the different frequency bands, using the threshold values corresponding to the 75th268

percentile. Within a given frequency band, we observe that only the dBOP intensity is269

affected by the choice of threshold, while the overall distribution morphology is stable.270

On the other hand, the choice of frequency range can cause major variations in the dBOP271

distributions. In particular, we expect the high-frequency dBOP distributions to high-272

light temporal variations in ∆BEW spectral power, while lower frequencies may feature273

more quasi-static structures.274

The dBOP distributions obtained from the two lowest frequency bands 0.05–0.5275

Hz and 0.1–1 Hz are highly similar in shape and intensity. They both exhibit an oval shape276

around the magnetic pole. Regarding the latitudinal range, the low-frequency dBOP es-277

sentially spreads between 68 − 80◦ MLat. The 1D-dBOP profiles at these frequencies278

show two peaks in the dawn (5–8 MT) and dusk (14–18 MLT) sectors, with an asym-279

metry between these two regions such that the disturbed magnetic field is more often280

detected at dawn. In contrast, the dBOP distribution obtained from the highest frequency281

band 2.5–5 Hz exhibits a smaller oval, in particular narrower than the low-frequency dBOP282

distributions along the dawn-dusk axis. The high-frequency dBOP also has a different283

asymmetric pattern, with an overall dayside prominence, and a much fainter presence284

on the nightside. While the dayside peak can be decomposed into two spikes of approx-285

imately the same magnitude (at 6 and 15 MLT) in the lower threshold distribution, it286

tends to flatten for higher thresholds. At such frequencies, and independent of its ex-287

act shape, the peak on the dayside probably indicates the importance of directly driven288

processes as part of the dynamic MI coupling. We discuss this further in Section 4.289

Due to the similarity between the two low-frequency bands 0.05–0.5 Hz and 0.1–290

1 Hz, we pursue our study by restraining the analysis to the 0.1–1 Hz and 2.5–5 Hz in-291

tervals. We hereafter refer to these frequency bands respectively as the low- and high-292

frequency bands. Furthermore, since the choice of threshold for the detection of disturbed293

magnetic field seems to have no significant influence on the dBOP distribution shape,294

we will use the intermediate (75th percentile) threshold values 48 and 0.02 nT2 for the295

0.1–1 Hz and 2.5–5 Hz frequency bands, respectively.296

3.2 Comparison with average power297

Figure 3 (low-frequency) and Figure 4 (high-frequency) show the dBOP (left) and298

the median power distributions (right) for northward (top) and southward (bottom) IMF.299

The peak in dBOP is defined as dBOP values exceeding 0.85 (low-frequency) or 0.5 (high-300

frequency) and is shown as red dots on the left maps. The comparison between both types301

of distributions for given geomagnetic conditions reveals that the dBOP behaves distinctly302

from the average power.303

Figure 3 shows that, at low frequencies, the dBOP exhibits a dayside peak (7–15304

MLT) in the low geomagnetic activity (Bz positive) distribution. The low-frequency av-305
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Figure 3: Distributions of low-frequency [0.1–1 Hz] magnetic field fluctuation occurrence
probability (left) and median magnetic field power (right) for positive (top) and negative
(bottom) IMF Bz. The red dots on the left maps indicate bins with dBOP value > 0.85
(dBOP peak).

Figure 4: Similar as Figure 3, but for high frequencies [2.5–5 Hz]. The red dots on the
left maps indicate bins with dBOP value > 0.5 (dBOP peak).

–10–
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erage power also displays a clear peak on the dayside but the rest of the oval is much306

fainter than the dBOP everywhere else. Still at low frequency, increased geomagnetic307

activity (Bz negative) leads both types of distributions to expand to lower latitudes on308

the nightside. In terms of intensity, the dBOP peaks all the way from pre-midnight to309

the dawn sector (22–8 MLT) during such disturbed times. The increase in the average310

power is significant in all MLT sectors from 17 to 7, but the dawn-to-noon region remains311

the most intense. Thus, the peak sector in dBOP overlaps with the average power peak312

only in a narrow region around 6–7 MLT.313

Distinct observations can be made from Figure 4 at high frequencies. Here, the dBOP314

and average power distributions vary in the same fashion. In particular, they are glob-315

ally very faint in all MLT sectors except on the dayside, for both quiet and active times.316

The effect of enhanced geomagnetic activity is scarcely visible, resulting in broader but317

still very spread dBOP and average power distributions, with narrower regions of peak318

intensity compared to lower geomagnetic activity. As opposed to the low-frequency dis-319

tributions, the peak regions in the dBOP at high frequencies and in the average power320

are coincident and located in the 8–13 MLT region.321

The correlation between high-frequency dBOP and average power might be another322

indication that the dBOP, at such frequencies, is an image of the strong/dynamic cou-323

pling between the magnetosphere and ionosphere. With this assumption, the dayside peak324

in the dBOP would then reflect a region in the ionosphere that is directly coupled to the325

solar wind. On average, changes in the IMF and the subsequent reconnection at the mag-326

netopause trigger magnetic field activity in a definite region on the dayside, thus result-327

ing in a peak in both the dBOP at high frequencies and the average magnetic field power.328

During increased geomagnetic activity (Bz < 0), the forcing at the magnetosphere is329

stronger but the region of coupling on the dayside becomes more variable and results in330

a larger but more diffuse region of disturbed magnetic field, as seen in both types of dis-331

tributions. The same phenomenon applies to the nightside, where, on average, reconnec-332

tion occurs over a much larger region in space – compared to the dayside – thus result-333

ing in a faint distribution in both the high-frequency dBOP and the average magnetic334

field power.335

3.3 Variation with IMF Bz336

Figure 5 (low-frequency) and Figure 6 (high-frequency) show the variation of dBOP337

with solar wind driving. Both MLat-MLT distributions (maps) and MLT profiles (line338

plot) of the dBOP are shown. The maps are a repetition of the distributions presented339

in Figures 3 and 4, hence we mostly focus on the analysis of the 1D-dBOP in this para-340

graph.341

Figure 5 highlights the asymmetric pattern in the low-frequency dBOP distribu-342

tions. During quiet times (left map, blue profile), there is an overall dayside prominence343

with two peaks at around 6 and 16 MLT. The distribution peaks in the dawn sector (4–344

7 MLT) and reaches a minimum in the dusk-to-midnight region (21–00 MLT). An in-345

crease in solar wind driving (right map, red profile) leads to a broadening of the dBOP346

oval as well as its expansion to lower latitudes. Such change in the dBOP is particularly347

visible in the nightside (18–6 MLT). As a consequence, the relative asymmetry between348

dawn and dusk is dramatically reduced for negative Bz, although the dawn sector still349

dominates the distribution. Figure 6, on the other hand, does not exhibit any specific350

asymmetric pattern between the dawn and dusk sectors. It shows that the dBOP dis-351

tributions at high frequencies are dominated by the dayside sector (particularly the cusp352

region), independent of the sign of Bz. Enhanced solar wind driving results in an over-353

all larger but more diffuse distribution, as well as a shift to lower latitudes for the prenoon-354

cusp sector. We emphasize that these distributions show the same dependence on IMF355

Bz as the small-scale FACs derived in Neubert and Christiansen (2003), both in terms356
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Figure 5: MLat-MLT distributions of low-frequency [0.1–1 Hz] dBOP (top row) and MLT
profiles of 1D-dBOP for IMF Bz positive (left, blue) and Bz negative (right, red)

Figure 6: Similar as Figure 5, but for high frequencies [2.5–5 Hz].
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(a) Northern Hemisphere (b) Southern Hemisphere

Figure 7: MLat-MLT distributions of low-frequency [0.1–1 Hz] dBOP and MLT pro-
files of 1D-dBOP for different IMF By orientations, for the Northern (left) and Southern
(right) Hemispheres. For inter-hemispheric comparison, By positive (negative) in the
Northern Hemisphere is often assumed to correspond to By negative (positive) in the
Southern Hemisphere (Hatch et al., 2022).

of peak location and intensity. Additionally, an increase in the geomagnetic activity leads357

to a slight increase of the dBOP distribution on the nightside and simultaneously a small358

decrease on the dayside, which tends to reduce the dayside-nightside asymmetry dur-359

ing such active times (Bz < 0). A common feature between low and high frequencies360

is thus a decrease of the asymmetry in the dBOP distribution during active geomagnetic361

times, although the asymmetric patterns are different.362

3.4 Variation with IMF By363

We compare the dBOP distributions (maps and MLT profiles) for different orien-364

tations of IMF By. Figures 7a and 7b show the low-frequency dBOP variation with By365

for each hemisphere. Figures 8a and 8b present the same analysis but for high frequen-366

cies.367

The MLT profiles of dBOP in Figure 7 (low-frequency) reveal inter-hemispheric asym-368

metries: the dBOP distribution for By positive in the Northern Hemisphere varies dif-369

ferently than the dBOP for By negative in the Southern Hemisphere (black lines), rel-370

atively to the dBOP distribution for the opposite By (grey lines) in each hemisphere.371

The difference between North and South mainly lies in the post-midnight (3–5 MLT) and372

in the postnoon-to-dusk (12–19 MLT) sectors. In the Northern Hemisphere, positive By373

(black line) gives higher values of 1D-dBOP compared to By negative (grey line) at all374

MLTs except in the post-noon sector where both distributions are equivalent. In the South-375

ern Hemisphere, negative By (black line) gives higher values of 1D-dBOP than By pos-376

itive (grey line) only on the nightside (20–3 MLT). In other MLT sectors, distributions377

of dBOP for both By signs are either equal (dawn, prenoon and dusk sectors) or the dis-378

tribution for By > 0 is greater than the distribution for By < 0 (6–9 and 11–15 MLT).379

In terms of intensity, the Southern Hemisphere displays lower values of 1D-dBOP than380
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(a) Northern Hemisphere (b) Southern Hemisphere

Figure 8: Similar as Figure 7, but for high frequencies [2.5–5 Hz].

the Northern Hemisphere for both By orientations in all MLT sectors, which might have381

to do with strength differences in the main magnetic field itself. Despite these divergences,382

the dawn-dusk asymmetry is present in the low-frequency dBOP for both hemispheres383

and both By orientations. However, while it seems to be independent of the By sign in384

the Northern Hemisphere, the asymmetric pattern is slightly reduced for By negative (in385

black), compared to By positive (in grey), in the Southern Hemisphere.386

Figure 8 shows that the dBOP behaviour with By orientation at higher frequen-387

cies is different from the behaviour observed at low frequencies. Here, the 1D distribu-388

tions obtained for By positive and negative in the Northern Hemisphere essentially match389

the distributions for By negative and positive in the Southern Hemisphere. In partic-390

ular, the MLT profiles of dBOP for both By signs are almost identical on the nightside,391

in both hemispheres. In the Northern Hemisphere, the values of 1D-dBOP for positive392

By (in black) exceeds the 1D-dBOP obtained for the opposite By orientation (in grey)393

at dawn, and this trend is reversed around the noon region and at dusk. The same ap-394

plies in the Southern Hemisphere, where the dBOP distribution for negative By (in black)395

also exceeds the distribution obtained for the opposite By orientation (in grey) at dawn,396

with a reversed trend around the noon region and at dusk.397

Figures 7 and 8 show that independent of hemisphere or the sign of By, the dBOP398

distributions presented here are relatively similar to the distributions previously described399

in this study (see sections 3.1 and 3.3). As opposed to its strong influence on FACs, the400

effect of By orientation on dBOP is thus overall weak as the global shape of dBOP is401

conserved. In particular, the asymmetric pattern (between dawn and dusk at low fre-402

quencies and between dayside and nightside at higher frequencies) remains the main mor-403

phological characteristic in the dBOP distributions. We therefore assume the inter-hemispheric404

differences reported here to have no major consequence on the conclusions we draw in405

this study (as they mostly have to do with the persistent asymmetric pattern in dBOP),406

such that both hemispheres can be safely combined in the rest of the analysis.407
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Figure 9: Low-frequency [0.1–1 Hz] dBOP distributions (top row) and MLT profiles of
1D-dBOP (bottom panel) for four different 15 min-time ranges around substorm onset.
From left to right the time ranges are respectively −30 min ≤ t < −15 min (light blue),
−15 min ≤ t < 0 min (dark blue), 0 min ≤ t < 15 min (dark red), 15 min ≤ t < 30 min
(light red).

3.5 Variation with substorm epochs408

In this section, we aim to determine how the disturbed magnetic field occurrence409

probability varies throughout the substorm cycle. We use the Ohtani and Gjerloev list410

of substorm onsets identified from the SuperMAG SML index (Ohtani & Gjerloev, 2020).411

Figures 9 (low frequencies) and 10 (high frequencies) show the statistical evolution412

of the dBOP MLat-MLT distribution with the substorm cycle, and the corresponding413

MLT profiles of 1D-dBOP, from 30 min before substorm onset (t = 0) up until 30 min414

after onset (in blue and red, respectively), separated into 15-min intervals.415

The dBOP global morphology remains unchanged and similar to the dBOP dis-416

tributions previously described in this study. In particular, the MLT profiles in Figure417

9 and 10 exhibit the usual dawn-dusk asymmetry in the low-frequency dBOP, and the418

asymmetry between dayside and nightside in the high-frequency dBOP. In both frequency419

bands, the influence of substorm phases on these distributions is mainly visible on the420

nightside. In the pre-midnight sector (21–23 MT), the 1D-dBOP distributions indicate421

a sharp increase in the probability of detecting disturbed magnetic field after substorm422

onset. This can also be observed in the MLat-MLT distributions (maps) as a small ex-423

pansion/intensification of the dBOP oval around midnight. The after-onset dBOP then424

stays higher than before onset from about 21 to 3 MLT. In all other MLT sectors, the425

dBOP remains unchanged for t < 0 and t > 0. Despite the significant increase in dBOP426

on the nightside, the four low-frequency dBOP distributions still peak at dawn and the427

high-frequency dBOP still presents a broad peak from 6–13 MLT, independent of the428

substorm epoch. Hence substorm onsets tend to reduce the asymmetric pattern in the429

dBOP distributions, in a similar way as the rise in geomagnetic activity associated with430

southward IMF Bz for example (see section 3.3).431
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Figure 10: Similar as Figure 9, but for high frequencies [2.5–5 Hz].

4 Discussion432

We used Swarm ∆BEW measurements to derive MLat-MLT maps of the disturbed433

magnetic field occurrence probability for different conditions. In this section, we discuss434

methodology limitations resulting from the ambiguity between spatial and temporal vari-435

ations as it is complex to determine whether the spacecraft is moving through quasi-static436

structures or if the structures themselves are dynamic. We also compare the dBOP with437

auroral boundaries derived from FAC signatures and finally discuss the connection be-438

tween the dBOP and the auroral oval.439

4.1 Interpretation of magnetic field variations in the satellites’ moving440

frame of reference441

We found important discrepancies between the low- and high-frequency dBOP dis-442

tributions. At high frequencies, the dBOP distributions essentially highlight the dayside443

and, to a lesser extent, the midnight sector. As they directly map to active regions in444

the magnetosphere (regions of reconnection on the dayside and depolarization on the night-445

side), such sectors are subject to strong forcing when there is a stress imbalance between446

the ionosphere and the magnetosphere. Thereby, high-frequency magnetic field pertur-447

bations are commonly associated with dynamic FACs (typically Alfvén waves), which448

are generated in response to the tension on the magnetic field lines. On the other hand,449

the low-frequency dBOP is generally more spread over all MLTs. Indeed, low-frequency450

magnetic field perturbations indicate a more balanced stress between the ionosphere and451

magnetosphere, associated with quasi-steady-state FACs. Such perturbations are expected452

to reflect the average ionospheric current patterns, such as those described by the Av-453

erage Magnetic Field and Polar Current System (AMPS) model (Laundal et al., 2018).454

Consequently, in terms of magnetic field fluctuations, the low-frequency dBOP is455

more likely to relate to large-scale spatial variations while the high-frequency dBOP is456

expected to reflect temporal variations. However, we emphasize that the magnetic field457

disturbances measured by Swarm cannot be unambiguously identified as either spatial458

or temporal variations. This is due to the discrepancy between the Doppler-shifted fre-459
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Figure 11: Low- [0.1–1 Hz] (top) and high-frequency [2.5–5 Hz] (bottom) dBOP distribu-
tions for low (left) and high (right) solar wind driving based on two different ranges of the
Newell coupling function; namely [1–3] and [6–8]. Auroral oval boundaries – as derived
from the Xiong et al. (2014) model – are shown as the white dashed line on top of each
distribution and correspond to an epsilon value of 2.5 (low solar wind driving, left) and
5.45 (high solar wind driving, right) respectively

quency of the wave observed in the satellite reference frame and the wave frequency in460

the plasma reference frame (Stasiewicz et al., 2000; Chaston et al., 2004). Nonetheless,461

even in an ideal quasi-static scenario, it is challenging to assert whether the detected vari-462

ations are purely spatial or not. The reason for that is that we have no information about463

the orientation of the current sheet the spacecraft is flying through. For example, for satel-464

lite orbits that do not cross circles of latitude perpendicularly, a structure oriented east-465

west in magnetic coordinates will take longer to traverse and appear as lower frequen-466

cies (larger in space) than the same structure if crossed perpendicularly. This bias to-467

wards low frequencies might occur more often in the Southern Hemisphere than in the468

Northern Hemisphere due to the wider orbital plane in magnetic coordinates caused by469

the offset between magnetic and geographic poles – this offset being larger in the South.470

Yet, despite the space-time ambiguity, we found that the high-frequency dBOP be-471

haves similarly to small-scale FACs (Neubert & Christiansen, 2003) (see Section 3.3).472

Additionally, we now compare our dBOP distributions with the Xiong and Lühr auro-473

ral oval boundaries (Xiong & Lühr, 2014) which are derived from small and medium-scale474

CHAMP field-aligned current signatures. The Xiong and Lühr (2014) model is such that475

the position of the poleward and equatorward boundaries are fitted by ellipses that are476

parameterized by the Newell coupling function (merging electric field), which quantifies477

the solar wind input into the magnetosphere (Newell et al., 2007). Figure 11 shows the478

low- and high-frequency dBOP distributions for low and high solar wind driving condi-479

tions, with the modelled boundaries plotted on top (white dashed). Note that Xiong and480

Lühr (2014) used a time-integrated version of the merging electric field (Equation (2)481

in their paper), while our dBOP distributions are simply derived from the original Newell482

coupling function (Equation (1) in the same paper). As a first approximation, these fig-483

ures indicate a good agreement between dBOP and Xiong et al. (2014) auroral bound-484

aries, as the regions of intense dBOP (> 0.6) are plainly enclosed by the boundaries. At485

low frequencies, in particular, the correspondence is excellent. At high frequencies, the486

boundaries tend to delimit a much larger oval than the dBOP, but still give an approx-487
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imate idea of the location of the high-frequency dBOP oval. Moreover, the modelled bound-488

aries exhibit a modest dawn-dusk asymmetry. This is marginally visible along the 6–18489

MLT meridian, and more evident when looking along the ∼ 9–21 MLT meridian. Although490

less pronounced than the asymmetry in the corresponding dBOP distributions, this is491

another indication that the auroral oval boundaries derived by Xiong et al. (2014) and492

the dBOP display similar features.493

Regardless of the ambiguous space-time interpretation, we demonstrated a relatively494

good match between dBOP distributions and the modelled boundaries derived by Xiong495

et al. (2014). In particular, the low-frequency dBOP adequately captures where the au-496

roral zone FACs are located. The rest of the discussion focuses on the relation between497

dBOP and auroral oval.498

4.2 Relation with the auroral oval - Magnetic field version of the pre-499

cipitation occurrence probability500

In a previous study, we derived the electron precipitation occurrence probability501

(POP) from precipitating electron energy flux measurements at high latitudes (DMSP/SSJ)502

(Decotte et al., 2023). We established a direct connection between the electron precip-503

itation and the probability of observing aurora by setting an energy flux threshold above504

which the electron energy flux (in the energy range 1–30 keV) is assumed to result in au-505

roral features (Kilcommons et al., 2017b). One of the main findings from the POP study506

was the asymmetric pattern of the auroral occurrence oval, with a persistent preference507

for the dawn side compared to dusk. In the present study, we follow a similar method508

to derive the dBOP, which quantifies the probability of detecting magnetic field fluctu-509

ations in space above the polar region. As described in Section 2, the magnetic field spec-510

tral power is classified as either “disturbed” or “undisturbed” based on the examination511

of magnetic field perturbations in different frequency bands. As a first-order approxi-512

mation, we showed that the dBOP exhibits an oval shape around the magnetic poles,513

revealing asymmetries between MLT sectors. These similarities motivate the investiga-514

tion of a possible relationship between dBOP and POP. Therefore, while we performed515

the analysis without any assumption related to the precipitation auroral oval (see Sec-516

tion 3), this section is an attempt to explain our dBOP distributions in the context of517

auroral precipitation. We further discuss the potential use of dBOP as a proxy for the518

average auroral oval.519

Figure 12 shows how the dBOP MLat-MLT distributions at low (top left map) and520

high (top right map) frequencies compare to the POP (bottom map), using our entire521

data sets (no specific selection regarding geomagnetic conditions). The corresponding522

MLT profiles are also shown, with the 1D low- and high-frequency dBOP in orange and523

green on the bottom panels at left and right, respectively. The 1D-POP is plotted on524

top of each panel as the black line. We emphasize that the local time coverage is one ma-525

jor difference between POP and dBOP distributions. While DMSP (POP) does not cover526

the postnoon and postmidnight sectors, Swarm data (dBOP) have the benefit of rela-527

tively even coverage of all local times during all seasons (Lühr et al., 2019).528

On the one hand, the auroral ovals revealed by the low-frequency dBOP and the529

POP in Figure 12 exhibit similarities in shape and location - especially at the poleward530

boundary - such that the preferential MLat-MLT region for magnetic fluctuations and531

the preferred region for auroral electron precipitation seem to be, at first order, related.532

Although comparable to some extent, both ovals have different latitudinal extents, with533

overall smaller 1D-dBOP amplitudes (MLT profiles) compared to the POP. This feature534

is well identified by the comparison plot between the dBOP and POP MLT profiles (left535

panel of Figure 12), which also highlights the weaker dawn-dusk asymmetry in the dBOP536

(in orange) compared to the POP (in black). On the other hand, dBOP and POP sig-537

nificantly differ at higher frequencies. There is no longer dawn-dusk asymmetry in the538
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Figure 12: Comparison between dBOP (top maps) at low (left map, orange profile) and
high (right map, green profile) frequency, and POP (bottom map, black profile). Both
types of distributions are presented over the same latitudinal range 50◦ ≤ |MLat| ≤ 90◦.

dBOP oval at such frequencies, only a broad peak on the dayside (6–16 MLT), with very539

faint probabilities everywhere else. As a consequence, the dominant morphological pat-540

terns in dBOP and POP are highly contrasting in these conditions, as indicated by the541

associated MLT profiles (right panel of Figure 12, dBOP in green and POP in black).542

We also looked at the response of the dBOP distributions to the level of geomag-543

netic activity (orientation of IMF Bz and time relative to substorm epoch, see Sections544

3.3 and 3.5) and found that, independent of the frequency band, the MLT asymmetry545

is decreased during active times, due to a considerable enhancement in the dBOP in the546

nightside sector. This tendency is also observed with the dawn-dusk asymmetry in the547

POP distributions in Decotte et al. (2023). We emphasize that although the variation548

of geomagnetic activity impacts the degree of asymmetry in the dBOP and POP distri-549

butions in a similar fashion (the more active, the less asymmetric), the asymmetry in550

the dBOP is reduced to a larger extent than the POP during disturbed geomagnetic times.551

A quick comparison between the POP and dBOP responses to a southward turning of552

the IMF or to substorm onset shows that there is a relative lack of response of the POP,553

while the dBOP distributions are more impacted by such increased activity (greater night-554

side activation). This partly explains the larger asymmetric pattern in the POP, com-555

pared to the dBOP.556

In Decotte et al. (2023), we proposed a theory to explain the dawn-dusk asymme-557

try observed in the POP. The argument relies on a fluid description in which we assume558

a topological mapping between the auroral oval and the magnetospheric plasma sheet,559

such that variations in the amount of closed magnetic flux induce similar variations in560

the auroral region. We showed that the Earth’s corotation influence on the plasma con-561

vection pattern could be partly responsible for the auroral oval asymmetric shape. Since562

the low-frequency dBOP and the POP appear to be analogous, this approach could still563

be valid and partially explain why the dBOP morphology is dominated by an asymmet-564

ric pattern between the dawn and dusk sides of the auroral region. In particular, con-565

necting the dBOP to this perspective fits the idea that the auroral oval’s shape is not566

only regulated by energetic precipitation but also depends on the magnetic coupling be-567

tween the magnetosphere and ionosphere. Moreover, in this picture, it is expected that568

low- and high-frequency dBOP behave in a different manner. We showed that at high569
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frequencies the dBOP mainly reflects ionospheric regions that are related to dynamic changes570

in the magnetosphere. These regions are not influenced by the Earth’s rotation, unlike571

the large-scale plasma convection associated with the more steady MI coupling. This could572

consequently explain the lack of dawn-dusk asymmetry in the high-frequency dBOP.573

Kilcommons et al. (2017b) have produced maps of the large-scale FACs derived from574

DMSP magnetometer (SSM) data and compared where the R1 and R2 current systems575

lie relative to the electron precipitation boundaries, as derived from DMSP SSJ data.576

They found a dawn-dusk asymmetry in the FAC location, with higher latitude FACs in577

the dawn region compared to dusk. This latitudinal feature compares well with our low-578

frequency dBOP distributions derived for different levels of geomagnetic activity (see Sec-579

tions 3.3 and 3.5). However, the asymmetric pattern they point out doesn’t necessar-580

ily translate into a wider or more intense dBOP region at dawn. But interestingly enough,581

they interpret it as related to the extent of the region of strong precipitating electron582

flux and point to the constantly wider dawn side auroral region. Thereby, this asymme-583

try in the auroral region is a recurrent pattern in the electron precipitation auroral oval,584

the field-aligned currents and the disturbed magnetic field at low frequency.585

It makes sense, based on what we know about ionospheric electrodynamics, that586

the low-frequency dBOP (indicative of quasi-steady FACs) and POP (which essentially587

reflect the large-scale long-term pattern of the auroral oval) are related. Steady-state FACs588

are well described by the ionospheric Ohm’s law and depend on conductance, which is589

partly controlled by particle precipitation. Moreover, it is commonly known that auro-590

ral precipitation increases the ionospheric conductance in the same region as where the591

R1/R2 FACs are located (Milan et al., 2017). It then appears plausible that the low-frequency592

dBOP may be part of the signature of the diffuse auroral precipitation presented in Decotte593

et al. (2023). On the other hand, the high-frequency dBOP relates more to the propa-594

gation of Alfvén waves. On the dayside, there is a noteworthy resemblance between the595

range of MLTs over which the high-frequency dBOP is enhanced and the range of MLTs596

over which statistical distributions of inertial Alfvén wave Poynting flux are enhanced597

for both positive and negative By orientations (Figure 2a in Hatch et al., 2017). In ad-598

dition, as Alfvén waves can cause the acceleration of charged particles and their precip-599

itation into the auroral zone, it is expected that the high-frequency dBOP might be more600

similar to either monoenergetic or broadband aurora than to diffuse aurora (Newell et601

al., 2009). It is therefore useful to compare the maps from Figure 12 in Newell et al. (2009),602

showing the occurrence probability of broadband acceleration of precipitating particles,603

with the dBOP distributions from Figure 6 (Bz analysis). This comparison indicates a604

good match between the peak regions. During low solar wind driving, the probability605

of observing broadband acceleration is restrained to two hot spots, the main one being606

in the dawn sector and the other one in the post-noon MLT region. This compares with607

the high-frequency dBOP during quiet times (Bz > 0), which also peaks in the dawn-608

to-noon sector, with, however, a high-probability region covering the entire dayside. In609

particular, an important difference with Newell’s electron precipitation maps is the per-610

sistence of a dBOP spot around noon. During increased solar wind driving, the same two611

spots are conserved in Newell’s map, with an additional region of increased broadband612

electron precipitation between 23 and 1 MLT. Additionally, the peak at dawn sees its613

intensity decreasing while it expands over a larger MLT region, now covering the noon614

region. The corresponding (Bz < 0) high-frequency dBOP shows a diffuse enhancement615

in all MLT sectors and is globally fainter compared to more quiet times. In these con-616

ditions, the highest dBOP probabilities are located in the dawn-to-noon region and in617

the midnight sector, similar to the broadband aurora. A similar comparison of the high-618

frequency dBOP maps with the Newell et al. (2009) maps for monoenergetic accelera-619

tion occurrence probability (their Figure 11) shows poor correlation.620

From this comparison analysis, it is clear that dBOP and POP distributions show621

significant differences, suggesting that not all features captured in the POP are neces-622
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sarily captured in the dBOP (and vice versa), highlighting inherent differences between623

electron precipitation and magnetic field fluctuations. Based on these differences it is not624

expected that the two quantities exhibit identical morphologies. Nonetheless, we have625

shown that the POP and the dBOP, especially at low frequencies, present outstanding626

similarities such as the morphological asymmetric pattern with the dawn preference, and627

the response to the geomagnetic conditions. This suggests that some of the properties628

of the precipitation auroral oval can be inferred from the magnetic field perturbations,629

and it thus seems reasonable to use the low-frequency dBOP as a proxy for the auro-630

ral oval.631

5 Conclusion632

We have presented a method for investigating the auroral morphology using mag-633

netic field perturbation data from Swarm/VFM. We implemented the dBOP at low 0.1–634

1 Hz and high 2.5–5 Hz frequencies and used it to assess the probability of observing dis-635

turbances in the magnetic field at auroral latitudes, as a function of magnetic latitude636

and local time. We found the dBOP global morphology to be strongly dependent on the637

investigated frequency range. At low frequencies, we have pointed out an asymmetric638

pattern between the dawn and dusk sectors, with a clear tendency for the dBOP to be639

more pronounced towards dawn (approx 5–8 MLT). At higher frequencies, the asymme-640

try in the dBOP is strongest near the noon-midnight meridian, with a large predomi-641

nance of the dayside, especially the post-noon region. We also highlighted the reduced642

asymmetric pattern during geomagnetically disturbed conditions.643

We discussed these results in the context of a previous study (Decotte et al., 2023)644

about the auroral electron precipitation occurrence probability (POP) and found that645

the low-frequency dBOP evinces spatial/morphological similarities with the POP. In par-646

ticular, we observed an asymmetric pattern in both the POP and the low-frequency dBOP,647

with an unequivocal preference for the dawn-to-noon MLT sector. We also showed that648

the dBOP morphology is stable with varying detection thresholds and that the dawn-649

dusk asymmetry appears in all low-frequency distributions independent of IMF orien-650

tation and substorm phase, just as in the POP. This suggests that, like the POP in the651

energy range 1–30 keV, the dBOP below 1 Hz can be used as a proxy for the auroral oval,652

and a footprint of the large-scale circulation of plasma and magnetic flux in the mag-653

netosphere.654
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Key Points:6

• The disturbed magnetic field occurrence probability is derived from Swarm mea-7

surements in the polar regions and investigated statistically8

• Low-frequency distributions evince a persistent dawn-dusk asymmetry, peaking9

at dawn, similar to auroral electron precipitation10

• The disturbed magnetic field occurrence probability could, like auroral precipi-11

tation observations, be used to infer magnetospheric dynamics12
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Abstract13

The exchange of kinetic and electromagnetic energy by precipitation and/or outflow and14

through field-aligned currents are two aspects of the ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling.15

A thorough investigation of these processes is required to better understand magneto-16

spheric dynamics. Building on our previous study using DMSP spectrometer data, here17

we use Swarm vector field magnetometer data to describe the auroral oval morphology18

in terms of east-west magnetic field perturbations. We define a threshold for detecting19

magnetic fluctuations based on the power spectral density of ∆BEW, and derive the dis-20

turbed magnetic field occurrence probability (dBOP) at low [0.1–1Hz] and high [2.5–5Hz]21

frequencies. High-frequency distributions of dBOP reveal a dayside-nightside asymme-22

try, whereas low-frequency dBOP exhibits a persistent morphological asymmetry between23

the dawn-to-noon and the dusk-to-midnight sectors, peaking at dawn. Notably, weak so-24

lar wind conditions are associated with an increase in the dBOP asymmetric patterns.25

At low frequency in particular, while the dBOP seems to be primarily constant at dawn,26

the dusk dBOP decreases during quiet times, inducing a relatively larger dawn-dusk asym-27

metry in such conditions. We find that the dBOP distributions at low frequencies ex-28

hibit features similar to those present in distributions of the auroral electron precipita-29

tion occurrence probability, suggesting that the low-frequency dBOP constitutes a rea-30

sonable proxy for the large-scale auroral oval. Our interpretation is that the dBOP at31

low frequencies reflects a quasi-steady state circulation of energy, while the high-frequency32

dBOP reflects the regions of rapid changes in the magnetosphere. The dBOP is there-33

fore a crucial source of information regarding the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.34

Plain Language Summary35

The Earth’s magnetic environment (magnetosphere) and the ionized upper atmo-36

sphere (ionosphere) are electrodynamically coupled. Within the magnetosphere-ionosphere37

(MI) system, energy and momentum are exchanged through both charged and neutral38

particles. The aurora is one phenomenon resulting from the interaction between solar39

wind, magnetosphere and ionosphere. While it is commonly thought of as a visual spec-40

tacular event, the definition of aurora is broad and all types of aurora are not necessar-41

ily visible from the ground. Aurora can also be inferred from satellite data, such as pre-42

cipitating electron energy flux and magnetic field perturbations. We show that the spa-43

tial distributions of these two auroral proxies are similar to the expected large-scale au-44

rora as they both form an oval-shaped region around the magnetic poles. In particular,45

the auroral oval is persistently wider and/or more intense in the dawn region, compared46

to dusk. We aim to better understand the MI coupling by investigating the auroral oval47

morphology through the occurrence probability of disturbed magnetic field.48

1 Introduction49

Magnetic reconnection at Earth’s dayside magnetosphere results in the exchange50

of plasma populations between the solar wind and the magnetosphere (Dungey, 1961).51

Following Dungey’s cycle, the motion of plasma and the associated convection of mag-52

netic flux within the magnetosphere leads to reconnection in the magnetotail, which in53

turn excites a flow of accelerated electrons and ions towards the Earth. Solar wind en-54

ergy and momentum are ultimately transferred from the magnetosphere to the high-latitude55

ionosphere via the field-aligned currents (FACs), which themselves arise as a response56

to the stresses applied to the magnetosphere-ionosphere system (Strangeway et al., 2000)57

and are carried by charged particles flowing along magnetic field lines. FACs have been58

broadly studied based on observations from low-orbiting satellites, as well as inferred from59

radars and ground-based magnetometer network observations (e.g., Iijima & Potemra,60

1976; Christiansen et al., 2002; Kustov et al., 2000; Kamide et al., 1981). These and many61

additional studies have established that FACs play a fundamental role in the solar wind-62
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magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling and, more specifically, auroral physics (Milan et al.,63

2017).64

The auroral oval is commonly described as the high-latitude region where energetic65

electrons, originally accelerated in the magnetospheric plasma sheet, precipitate (Newell66

et al., 2004a, 2009; Khazanov & Glocer, 2020). A myriad of studies have focused on au-67

roral particle measurements in the specific context of defining a proxy of the auroral oval.68

Dombeck et al. (2018), Zhang and Paxton (2008) and Newell et al. (2004b, 2014), for69

example, derived statistical models of the aurora based on the average precipitating en-70

ergy flux. In particular, the OVATION Prime model aims at predicting the auroral power71

deposited in the ionosphere, depending on the solar wind driving. Newell et al. (2009)72

also contributed to developing auroral precipitation forecasting as they categorized the73

aurora into diffuse, monoenergetic, broadband, and ion.74

Extended knowledge of auroral precipitation has benefited the investigation of the75

auroral region morphology and dynamics. In their studies, Newell et al. (1996); Redmon76

et al. (2010); Kilcommons et al. (2017a) derived the auroral oval boundaries based on77

precipitation data. Recently, Decotte et al. (2023) obtained maps of auroral occurrence78

probability from precipitating electron energy flux measurements. Furthermore, the expanding-79

contracting polar cap (ECPC) model predicts the size of the polar cap, depending on80

the opening and closure of magnetic flux through dayside and nightside reconnection (Cowley81

& Lockwood, 1992). This, in turn, controls the open-closed boundary (OCB) location,82

which varies with the amount of open magnetic flux in the magnetotail lobes. Chisham83

et al. (2022), among others (e.g., Newell et al., 2004b; Kauristie et al., 1999; Carbary et84

al., 2003; Laundal et al., 2010) have demonstrated that the OCB essentially constitutes85

the precipitation poleward auroral oval boundary.86

In the past decades, it has been extensively shown that a relationship exists be-87

tween magnetic field perturbations/FACs and particle precipitation. Sato et al. (2004)88

investigated magnetic field variations and concluded that they were in phase with the89

high-energy electron flux seen by FAST. Similarly, Hatch, Moretto, et al. (2020) demon-90

strated the statistical relationship between east-west magnetic field fluctuations and en-91

ergetic outflows in the magnetosphere-ionosphere transition region. It has also been shown92

that electron and ion energy flux increase with FACs magnitude in both upward and down-93

ward current regions (Robinson et al., 2018). Although they pointed out systematic dif-94

ferences in the location of particle energy fluxes and FACs intensity peak, Xiong et al.95

(2020) showed that electron and ion energy flux behave in a similar way as FACs, with,96

in particular, a similar response to enhanced southward Bz.97

It has additionally been established in many different studies that magnetic fluc-98

tuations and auroral structures were related. Nagatsuma et al. (1995) have found a lat-99

itudinally narrow field-aligned current system on the poleward boundary of the night-100

side auroral oval. They found that this boundary current system is associated with suprather-101

mal electrons with pitch angles predominately in the field-aligned direction. Nagatsuma102

et al. (1996) further demonstrated that the FAC fluctuations in this boundary current103

system are due to the superposition of incident and reflected Alfvén waves. Fujii et al.104

(1985) established that the magnetic fluctuations related well to the fluctuations in au-105

roral luminosities estimated at 100 km altitude. Moreover, Gillies et al. (2015) used Swarm106

magnetometers to demonstrate the existence of a region of fluctuating field-aligned cur-107

rents associated with persistent patchy pulsating aurora structures.108

Hence, while precipitation studies are crucial in the quest for a better understand-109

ing of the auroral region, FACs appear to be a reasonable proxy for the auroral oval. Xiong110

et al. (2014) have derived auroral oval boundaries from small- and medium-scale FACs111

and have validated the position of these boundaries against the BAS auroral model de-112

rived from IMAGE optical observations. Iijima and Potemra (1978) suggested that FACs113

sheets are generally aligned with the poleward boundary of the auroral oval, which has114
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been proven true by Burrell et al. (2020), as they derived the OCB location from the re-115

gion 1 to region 2 FACs boundary.116

The auroral oval is the region of the ionosphere-thermosphere system where the mag-117

netospheric energy converges (Thayer & Semeter, 2004). This convergence of energy re-118

sults in, among other things, photon emission, Joule heating and satellite drag in the up-119

per atmosphere, and electric currents as well as associated ground magnetic field distur-120

bances (Juusola et al., 2020). A better understanding of the auroral oval dynamics would121

therefore benefit the MI coupling research and more generally contribute to a better un-122

derstanding of how the space environment impacts Earth. However, it is challenging to123

monitor the dynamics of the auroral oval, as this region is highly variable both in space124

and time (Ohma et al., 2023). All available sensing methods should then be considered125

when investigating the auroral oval. This study follows a previous investigation of the126

auroral occurrence probability, using electron precipitation data from DMSP (Decotte127

et al., 2023). Here we use the Swarm magnetometer data and derive the disturbed mag-128

netic field occurrence probability (dBOP) in the auroral region. This is an alternative129

to deriving the auroral boundaries directly, which can be ambiguous as it has been shown130

that the relation between optical observations, ground and space magnetic field measure-131

ments, FACs, etc. is complex (Simon Walker’s study (A comparison of auroral oval prox-132

ies with the boundaries of the auroral electrojets) – paper submitted, waiting for the DOI).133

Further, when derived from Sun-synchronous satellite observations, modelled boundaries134

are subject to a local time bias that is bypassed when looking at occurrence probabil-135

ity instead (Decotte et al., 2023). We aim to investigate if the dBOP could be a reliable136

proxy of the auroral oval.137

In Section 2 we introduce the data sets used in this study, which comprise mag-138

netic field and IMF data. We then describe the methodology for deriving the dBOP from139

magnetic field perturbations. We present the resulting occurrence distributions (maps140

and MLT profiles) as a function of external conditions such as solar wind driving and141

substorm activity in Section 3. In Section 4 we summarize the results in terms of mor-142

phological features of the auroral oval, and we discuss our findings in relation to the au-143

roral electron precipitation occurrence probability derived in our previous study (Decotte144

et al., 2023).145

2 Data and Methodology146

In this section, we present the data used in our study. We also give a detail of the147

data pre-processing before we introduce the concept of disturbed magnetic field occur-148

rence probability.149

2.1 Swarm magnetic field dataset150

Our study relies on the measurement of magnetic field perturbations provided by151

the Vector Field Magnetometer (VFM) carried aboard the Swarm satellites as they cross152

the polar auroral region. The Swarm constellation mission consists of three identical satel-153

lites (A, B and C) in near-polar, circular orbits. Swarm A and C form a pair as they are154

flying side-by-side (separated by 1.4 degrees in longitude) at approximately 460 km al-155

titude, while Swarm B orbits at a higher altitude of approximately 510 km. All three156

satellites have an inclination angle of about 87–88 degrees. Such a multi-satellite con-157

figuration is well suited to study the current systems of the polar ionosphere (Ritter et158

al., 2013). We use the virtual research platform – VirES for Swarm – (Smith & Pačes,159

2022) to access and collect the high-resolution (50 Hz) magnetic field vector data, which160

are provided in a local NEC (North-East-Centre) geocentric reference frame. After con-161

verting from geocentric to geodetic coordinates, we downsample the Swarm 50 Hz mag-162

netic field vector measurements to 10 Hz by selecting every fifth data point, and we even-163

tually gather all available data from Swarm A and B between 2014 and 2021. We omit164
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Swarm C in our analysis as Swarm A and C are expected to give similar results due to165

their proximity and the similarity of their orbital configurations.166

As we aim to investigate how the disturbed magnetic field behaves under various167

geomagnetic conditions, we combine our Swarm dataset with the solar wind magnetic168

field and plasma parameters from the OMNI database. We point out that these data rep-169

resent near-Earth estimates of solar wind properties as the original upstream observa-170

tions have been time-shifted to the Earth’s bow shock nose (King & Papitashvili, 2005).171

2.2 Data selection procedure172

We use the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model to infer the173

Earth’s main magnetic field component for each Swarm data point. We then subtract174

it from the measured magnetic field, such that only the magnetic field perturbations re-175

main: Bmeas−BIGRF = ∆B. After converting the residual perturbation vector to Apex176

coordinates (Richmond, 1995), we extract the magnetic field perturbation in the mag-177

netic East-West direction ∆BEW. The selected data should then mostly reflect field-aligned178

current sheets that run primarily in that direction. The rest of the analysis applies to179

the portions of the ∆BEW time series falling within 50◦ ≤ |MLat| ≤ 90◦, with MLat180

in Modified Apex coordinates (Laundal & Richmond, 2017).181

2.3 ∆BEW spectrograms and spectral power estimates182

We use the multitaper method (e.g., Hatch, Haaland, et al., 2020) to derive spec-183

trograms (power spectral density vs frequency and time) from ∆BEW time series. Each184

power spectrum is calculated from a 20-s window (201 measurements at 10 Hz), and con-185

secutive power spectra are calculated using a 1-s shift. Consequently, given the frequency186

lower limit (0.05 Hz) and the spacecraft velocity (7.5 km/s), only currents with spatial187

scales smaller than 150 km are represented. Note that by cutting the 0 Hz frequency we188

eliminate fluctuations that would otherwise contribute to a similar analysis as done on189

FACs.190

Figure 1 shows an example ∆BEW time series (panel b) and the corresponding spec-191

trogram (panel c) during a Swarm crossing of the polar region (panel a). Note that the192

spectrogram’s y-axis ranges from 0.05 to 5 Hz. The upper limit corresponds to the max-193

imum frequency intended to avoid aliasing in the sub-sampled data (10 Hz). ∆BEW(t)194

shows that magnetic field perturbations occur in the vicinity of the auroral region (ap-195

proximately 68–80◦ MLat) (panels a and b). Power intensification in the ∆BEW power196

spectral density (panel c) expresses the presence of fluctuations in ∆BEW(t), especially197

at low frequencies (< 0.5 Hz). The dominance of such low frequencies reveals that the198

power spectral density of ∆BEW mostly features relatively large spatial scale structures199

(15–150 km).200

We eventually calculate the ∆BEW spectral power by integrating the power spec-201

tral density over three different frequency ranges in the spacecraft frame of reference: 0.05–202

0.5 Hz, 0.1–1 Hz, and 2.5–5 Hz. Note that if all observed magnetic fluctuations varied203

only in space, these frequency bands would respectively correspond to spatial scales of204

approximately 15–150 km, 7.5–75 km, and 1.5–3 km (see Section 4 for further discus-205

sion on this matter). Panel d of Figure 1) shows the three corresponding power time se-206

ries in cyan, orange and green, respectively.207

Performing this procedure for all polar pass data between 2014 and 2021 for Swarm208

A and B results in about 108 measurements that are saved into a database together with209

their corresponding time and location, to be used in our subsequent statistical analysis.210
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Figure 1: Example disturbed magnetic field identification based on ∆BEW time series
from one northern polar region crossing by Swarm A on the 25th of September, 2014, be-
tween 00:58:55 and 01:21:00 UT. Left: The spacecraft orbit is shown in black on an Apex
magnetic latitude / local time grid. Right, top panel: magnetic latitude of the satellite
orbit during this pass. Second panel: Associated ∆BEW time series. Third panel: ∆BEW

spectrogram with the frequency on the y-axis and time on the x-axis. The horizontal lines
correspond to the lower (dotted) and upper (dashed) limits of different frequency ranges:
0.05–0.5, 0.1–1 and 2.5–5 Hz in cyan, orange and green respectively. Bottom/fourth panel:
∆BEW integrated over each of the previously mentioned frequency bands. The horizontal
lines show the threshold for the detection of disturbed magnetic field, within each fre-
quency band. The different regions of detected disturbed magnetic field are shown shaded
in cyan, orange or green, depending on the frequency band. The identified regions of dis-
turbed magnetic field are also highlighted in the same color along the satellite orbit (left).
This figure can be compared with Figure 2 in Decotte et al. (2023) and Kilcommons et al.
(2017b).
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2.4 Power threshold for detection of magnetic field fluctuations211

We then derive a binary dataset that indicates whether portions of ∆BEW spec-212

tral power estimate, within each of the above-mentioned frequency bands, may be deemed213

to be associated with magnetic field perturbations or not. To generate such a dataset214

we must define the threshold above which the power estimates are deemed “disturbed215

magnetic field”, and “undisturbed magnetic field” otherwise. This is conceptually sim-216

ilar to the procedure described by Decotte et al. (2023) for producing a binary “aurora/no217

aurora” time series from DMSP/SSJ electron precipitation measurements. We will dis-218

cuss how both datasets compare in Section 4.219

We choose the magnetic field disturbances detection threshold to correspond to the220

75th percentile of the ∆BEW spectral power estimate in each frequency band. This yields221

power thresholds of 69 nT2, 48 nT2 and 0.02 nT2 for the 0.05–0.5 Hz, 0.1–1 Hz and 2.5–222

5 Hz frequency bands, respectively. More details about the selection of power limits are223

given in section 3.1. We will also show that the choice of threshold in a given frequency224

band has only a minor influence on the conclusions we draw in this study.225

Figure 1 (panel d) shows the integrated power spectral density in the 0.05–0.5 Hz,226

0.1–1 Hz and 2.5–5 Hz frequency bands in cyan, orange, and green, respectively. The thresh-227

old used in each frequency band is represented by the horizontal line of the same colour,228

such that the spectral power of ∆BEW constitutes magnetic field perturbations when above229

that limit. The polar plot at left of Figure 1 shows the latitudinal extent of the portions230

of ∆BEW spectral power exceeding the detection threshold, depending on the frequency231

band. It can be seen that the high-frequency magnetic field fluctuations (in green) tend232

to extend to higher latitudes than the lower-frequency structures (in cyan and orange).233

2.5 Disturbed magnetic field occurrence probability (dBOP) - Proba-234

bility of detecting magnetic fluctuations in the auroral region235

Still following Decotte et al. (2023), data points from the “disturbed/not disturbed”236

magnetic field dataset defined in Section 2.4 are binned to an approximately equal-area237

MLat-MLT grid covering the entire polar regions (> 60◦ |MLat|). The grid cells are or-238

ganized in rings of width 1◦ MLat, with 2 cells in the 89◦–90◦ ring and 68 cells in the239

50◦– 51◦ one. We calculate the probability of detecting disturbed magnetic field in each240

bin (providing that it contains > 200 measurements), by dividing the sum of all obser-241

vations identified as magnetic field fluctuation by the total number of measurements. In242

Section 3, we investigate the MLat-MLT distributions of the resulting disturbed mag-243

netic field occurrence probability (dBOP) and its MLT variation under varying exter-244

nal conditions. The MLT profile of dBOP (1D-dBOP) is derived by interpolating the prob-245

abilities to a regular MLT-MLat grid (0.5◦ MLat and 8 min MLT resolution) and aver-246

aging the gridded values over latitude. We will see that the 1D-dBOP gives a better sight247

of potential spatial asymmetries in the disturbed magnetic field than the complete MLat-248

MLT distribution of dBOP. Note that both hemispheres are combined in all the dBOP249

distributions presented in the following study, except for the By analysis.250

3 Results251

In this section, we explore the response of the dBOP to intrinsic parameters such252

as the frequency band and the threshold for magnetic fluctuation detection. We also in-253

vestigate how the dBOP behaves with respect to various conditions related to IMF ori-254

entation and substorm epochs.255
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Figure 2: MLat-MLT distributions of dBOP for various frequency bands and thresholds.
The top three rows correspond to different frequency bands, while the left three columns
illustrate different choices of threshold. From left to right, the thresholds correspond to
the 65th, 75th and 85th quantiles of the ∆BEW spectral power estimate in each frequency
band. From top to bottom, the frequency bands are as follows: 0.05–0.5 Hz, 0.1–1 Hz and
2.5–5 Hz. The three line plots in the right-most column correspond to the 1D-dBOP de-
rived for all three thresholds, in each of the three frequency bands. The bottom line plot
corresponds to the 1D-dBOP derived for the medium-value threshold (2nd column) for all
three frequency bands. All distributions presented in this paper span over 60–90◦ |MLat|,
and result from a combination of Swarm A and B observations from both hemispheres
(except for the By analysis).
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3.1 Variation with frequency band and threshold256

Figure 2 shows how the dBOP distribution varies depending on the frequency band257

and threshold for disturbed magnetic field detection. We emphasize that high (green to258

yellow) values of dBOP correspond to a high probability of detecting a disturbed mag-259

netic field. We also point out that the seven most poleward bins have been neglected since260

the East-West component of the magnetic field perturbation is unstable near the pole.261

The top three rows show the dBOP distributions obtained within three different262

frequency bands, with each column corresponding to a given threshold. The right-most263

column shows the MLT profiles (1D-dBOP) obtained for all three thresholds, within a264

given frequency range. The power thresholds are given by the 65th, 75th and 85th per-265

centiles (from left to right on the figure) of the ∆BEW spectral power estimate in each266

frequency band. Eventually, the bottom panel shows how the MLT profiles compare be-267

tween the different frequency bands, using the threshold values corresponding to the 75th268

percentile. Within a given frequency band, we observe that only the dBOP intensity is269

affected by the choice of threshold, while the overall distribution morphology is stable.270

On the other hand, the choice of frequency range can cause major variations in the dBOP271

distributions. In particular, we expect the high-frequency dBOP distributions to high-272

light temporal variations in ∆BEW spectral power, while lower frequencies may feature273

more quasi-static structures.274

The dBOP distributions obtained from the two lowest frequency bands 0.05–0.5275

Hz and 0.1–1 Hz are highly similar in shape and intensity. They both exhibit an oval shape276

around the magnetic pole. Regarding the latitudinal range, the low-frequency dBOP es-277

sentially spreads between 68 − 80◦ MLat. The 1D-dBOP profiles at these frequencies278

show two peaks in the dawn (5–8 MT) and dusk (14–18 MLT) sectors, with an asym-279

metry between these two regions such that the disturbed magnetic field is more often280

detected at dawn. In contrast, the dBOP distribution obtained from the highest frequency281

band 2.5–5 Hz exhibits a smaller oval, in particular narrower than the low-frequency dBOP282

distributions along the dawn-dusk axis. The high-frequency dBOP also has a different283

asymmetric pattern, with an overall dayside prominence, and a much fainter presence284

on the nightside. While the dayside peak can be decomposed into two spikes of approx-285

imately the same magnitude (at 6 and 15 MLT) in the lower threshold distribution, it286

tends to flatten for higher thresholds. At such frequencies, and independent of its ex-287

act shape, the peak on the dayside probably indicates the importance of directly driven288

processes as part of the dynamic MI coupling. We discuss this further in Section 4.289

Due to the similarity between the two low-frequency bands 0.05–0.5 Hz and 0.1–290

1 Hz, we pursue our study by restraining the analysis to the 0.1–1 Hz and 2.5–5 Hz in-291

tervals. We hereafter refer to these frequency bands respectively as the low- and high-292

frequency bands. Furthermore, since the choice of threshold for the detection of disturbed293

magnetic field seems to have no significant influence on the dBOP distribution shape,294

we will use the intermediate (75th percentile) threshold values 48 and 0.02 nT2 for the295

0.1–1 Hz and 2.5–5 Hz frequency bands, respectively.296

3.2 Comparison with average power297

Figure 3 (low-frequency) and Figure 4 (high-frequency) show the dBOP (left) and298

the median power distributions (right) for northward (top) and southward (bottom) IMF.299

The peak in dBOP is defined as dBOP values exceeding 0.85 (low-frequency) or 0.5 (high-300

frequency) and is shown as red dots on the left maps. The comparison between both types301

of distributions for given geomagnetic conditions reveals that the dBOP behaves distinctly302

from the average power.303

Figure 3 shows that, at low frequencies, the dBOP exhibits a dayside peak (7–15304

MLT) in the low geomagnetic activity (Bz positive) distribution. The low-frequency av-305
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Figure 3: Distributions of low-frequency [0.1–1 Hz] magnetic field fluctuation occurrence
probability (left) and median magnetic field power (right) for positive (top) and negative
(bottom) IMF Bz. The red dots on the left maps indicate bins with dBOP value > 0.85
(dBOP peak).

Figure 4: Similar as Figure 3, but for high frequencies [2.5–5 Hz]. The red dots on the
left maps indicate bins with dBOP value > 0.5 (dBOP peak).
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erage power also displays a clear peak on the dayside but the rest of the oval is much306

fainter than the dBOP everywhere else. Still at low frequency, increased geomagnetic307

activity (Bz negative) leads both types of distributions to expand to lower latitudes on308

the nightside. In terms of intensity, the dBOP peaks all the way from pre-midnight to309

the dawn sector (22–8 MLT) during such disturbed times. The increase in the average310

power is significant in all MLT sectors from 17 to 7, but the dawn-to-noon region remains311

the most intense. Thus, the peak sector in dBOP overlaps with the average power peak312

only in a narrow region around 6–7 MLT.313

Distinct observations can be made from Figure 4 at high frequencies. Here, the dBOP314

and average power distributions vary in the same fashion. In particular, they are glob-315

ally very faint in all MLT sectors except on the dayside, for both quiet and active times.316

The effect of enhanced geomagnetic activity is scarcely visible, resulting in broader but317

still very spread dBOP and average power distributions, with narrower regions of peak318

intensity compared to lower geomagnetic activity. As opposed to the low-frequency dis-319

tributions, the peak regions in the dBOP at high frequencies and in the average power320

are coincident and located in the 8–13 MLT region.321

The correlation between high-frequency dBOP and average power might be another322

indication that the dBOP, at such frequencies, is an image of the strong/dynamic cou-323

pling between the magnetosphere and ionosphere. With this assumption, the dayside peak324

in the dBOP would then reflect a region in the ionosphere that is directly coupled to the325

solar wind. On average, changes in the IMF and the subsequent reconnection at the mag-326

netopause trigger magnetic field activity in a definite region on the dayside, thus result-327

ing in a peak in both the dBOP at high frequencies and the average magnetic field power.328

During increased geomagnetic activity (Bz < 0), the forcing at the magnetosphere is329

stronger but the region of coupling on the dayside becomes more variable and results in330

a larger but more diffuse region of disturbed magnetic field, as seen in both types of dis-331

tributions. The same phenomenon applies to the nightside, where, on average, reconnec-332

tion occurs over a much larger region in space – compared to the dayside – thus result-333

ing in a faint distribution in both the high-frequency dBOP and the average magnetic334

field power.335

3.3 Variation with IMF Bz336

Figure 5 (low-frequency) and Figure 6 (high-frequency) show the variation of dBOP337

with solar wind driving. Both MLat-MLT distributions (maps) and MLT profiles (line338

plot) of the dBOP are shown. The maps are a repetition of the distributions presented339

in Figures 3 and 4, hence we mostly focus on the analysis of the 1D-dBOP in this para-340

graph.341

Figure 5 highlights the asymmetric pattern in the low-frequency dBOP distribu-342

tions. During quiet times (left map, blue profile), there is an overall dayside prominence343

with two peaks at around 6 and 16 MLT. The distribution peaks in the dawn sector (4–344

7 MLT) and reaches a minimum in the dusk-to-midnight region (21–00 MLT). An in-345

crease in solar wind driving (right map, red profile) leads to a broadening of the dBOP346

oval as well as its expansion to lower latitudes. Such change in the dBOP is particularly347

visible in the nightside (18–6 MLT). As a consequence, the relative asymmetry between348

dawn and dusk is dramatically reduced for negative Bz, although the dawn sector still349

dominates the distribution. Figure 6, on the other hand, does not exhibit any specific350

asymmetric pattern between the dawn and dusk sectors. It shows that the dBOP dis-351

tributions at high frequencies are dominated by the dayside sector (particularly the cusp352

region), independent of the sign of Bz. Enhanced solar wind driving results in an over-353

all larger but more diffuse distribution, as well as a shift to lower latitudes for the prenoon-354

cusp sector. We emphasize that these distributions show the same dependence on IMF355

Bz as the small-scale FACs derived in Neubert and Christiansen (2003), both in terms356
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Figure 5: MLat-MLT distributions of low-frequency [0.1–1 Hz] dBOP (top row) and MLT
profiles of 1D-dBOP for IMF Bz positive (left, blue) and Bz negative (right, red)

Figure 6: Similar as Figure 5, but for high frequencies [2.5–5 Hz].
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(a) Northern Hemisphere (b) Southern Hemisphere

Figure 7: MLat-MLT distributions of low-frequency [0.1–1 Hz] dBOP and MLT pro-
files of 1D-dBOP for different IMF By orientations, for the Northern (left) and Southern
(right) Hemispheres. For inter-hemispheric comparison, By positive (negative) in the
Northern Hemisphere is often assumed to correspond to By negative (positive) in the
Southern Hemisphere (Hatch et al., 2022).

of peak location and intensity. Additionally, an increase in the geomagnetic activity leads357

to a slight increase of the dBOP distribution on the nightside and simultaneously a small358

decrease on the dayside, which tends to reduce the dayside-nightside asymmetry dur-359

ing such active times (Bz < 0). A common feature between low and high frequencies360

is thus a decrease of the asymmetry in the dBOP distribution during active geomagnetic361

times, although the asymmetric patterns are different.362

3.4 Variation with IMF By363

We compare the dBOP distributions (maps and MLT profiles) for different orien-364

tations of IMF By. Figures 7a and 7b show the low-frequency dBOP variation with By365

for each hemisphere. Figures 8a and 8b present the same analysis but for high frequen-366

cies.367

The MLT profiles of dBOP in Figure 7 (low-frequency) reveal inter-hemispheric asym-368

metries: the dBOP distribution for By positive in the Northern Hemisphere varies dif-369

ferently than the dBOP for By negative in the Southern Hemisphere (black lines), rel-370

atively to the dBOP distribution for the opposite By (grey lines) in each hemisphere.371

The difference between North and South mainly lies in the post-midnight (3–5 MLT) and372

in the postnoon-to-dusk (12–19 MLT) sectors. In the Northern Hemisphere, positive By373

(black line) gives higher values of 1D-dBOP compared to By negative (grey line) at all374

MLTs except in the post-noon sector where both distributions are equivalent. In the South-375

ern Hemisphere, negative By (black line) gives higher values of 1D-dBOP than By pos-376

itive (grey line) only on the nightside (20–3 MLT). In other MLT sectors, distributions377

of dBOP for both By signs are either equal (dawn, prenoon and dusk sectors) or the dis-378

tribution for By > 0 is greater than the distribution for By < 0 (6–9 and 11–15 MLT).379

In terms of intensity, the Southern Hemisphere displays lower values of 1D-dBOP than380
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(a) Northern Hemisphere (b) Southern Hemisphere

Figure 8: Similar as Figure 7, but for high frequencies [2.5–5 Hz].

the Northern Hemisphere for both By orientations in all MLT sectors, which might have381

to do with strength differences in the main magnetic field itself. Despite these divergences,382

the dawn-dusk asymmetry is present in the low-frequency dBOP for both hemispheres383

and both By orientations. However, while it seems to be independent of the By sign in384

the Northern Hemisphere, the asymmetric pattern is slightly reduced for By negative (in385

black), compared to By positive (in grey), in the Southern Hemisphere.386

Figure 8 shows that the dBOP behaviour with By orientation at higher frequen-387

cies is different from the behaviour observed at low frequencies. Here, the 1D distribu-388

tions obtained for By positive and negative in the Northern Hemisphere essentially match389

the distributions for By negative and positive in the Southern Hemisphere. In partic-390

ular, the MLT profiles of dBOP for both By signs are almost identical on the nightside,391

in both hemispheres. In the Northern Hemisphere, the values of 1D-dBOP for positive392

By (in black) exceeds the 1D-dBOP obtained for the opposite By orientation (in grey)393

at dawn, and this trend is reversed around the noon region and at dusk. The same ap-394

plies in the Southern Hemisphere, where the dBOP distribution for negative By (in black)395

also exceeds the distribution obtained for the opposite By orientation (in grey) at dawn,396

with a reversed trend around the noon region and at dusk.397

Figures 7 and 8 show that independent of hemisphere or the sign of By, the dBOP398

distributions presented here are relatively similar to the distributions previously described399

in this study (see sections 3.1 and 3.3). As opposed to its strong influence on FACs, the400

effect of By orientation on dBOP is thus overall weak as the global shape of dBOP is401

conserved. In particular, the asymmetric pattern (between dawn and dusk at low fre-402

quencies and between dayside and nightside at higher frequencies) remains the main mor-403

phological characteristic in the dBOP distributions. We therefore assume the inter-hemispheric404

differences reported here to have no major consequence on the conclusions we draw in405

this study (as they mostly have to do with the persistent asymmetric pattern in dBOP),406

such that both hemispheres can be safely combined in the rest of the analysis.407
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Figure 9: Low-frequency [0.1–1 Hz] dBOP distributions (top row) and MLT profiles of
1D-dBOP (bottom panel) for four different 15 min-time ranges around substorm onset.
From left to right the time ranges are respectively −30 min ≤ t < −15 min (light blue),
−15 min ≤ t < 0 min (dark blue), 0 min ≤ t < 15 min (dark red), 15 min ≤ t < 30 min
(light red).

3.5 Variation with substorm epochs408

In this section, we aim to determine how the disturbed magnetic field occurrence409

probability varies throughout the substorm cycle. We use the Ohtani and Gjerloev list410

of substorm onsets identified from the SuperMAG SML index (Ohtani & Gjerloev, 2020).411

Figures 9 (low frequencies) and 10 (high frequencies) show the statistical evolution412

of the dBOP MLat-MLT distribution with the substorm cycle, and the corresponding413

MLT profiles of 1D-dBOP, from 30 min before substorm onset (t = 0) up until 30 min414

after onset (in blue and red, respectively), separated into 15-min intervals.415

The dBOP global morphology remains unchanged and similar to the dBOP dis-416

tributions previously described in this study. In particular, the MLT profiles in Figure417

9 and 10 exhibit the usual dawn-dusk asymmetry in the low-frequency dBOP, and the418

asymmetry between dayside and nightside in the high-frequency dBOP. In both frequency419

bands, the influence of substorm phases on these distributions is mainly visible on the420

nightside. In the pre-midnight sector (21–23 MT), the 1D-dBOP distributions indicate421

a sharp increase in the probability of detecting disturbed magnetic field after substorm422

onset. This can also be observed in the MLat-MLT distributions (maps) as a small ex-423

pansion/intensification of the dBOP oval around midnight. The after-onset dBOP then424

stays higher than before onset from about 21 to 3 MLT. In all other MLT sectors, the425

dBOP remains unchanged for t < 0 and t > 0. Despite the significant increase in dBOP426

on the nightside, the four low-frequency dBOP distributions still peak at dawn and the427

high-frequency dBOP still presents a broad peak from 6–13 MLT, independent of the428

substorm epoch. Hence substorm onsets tend to reduce the asymmetric pattern in the429

dBOP distributions, in a similar way as the rise in geomagnetic activity associated with430

southward IMF Bz for example (see section 3.3).431
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Figure 10: Similar as Figure 9, but for high frequencies [2.5–5 Hz].

4 Discussion432

We used Swarm ∆BEW measurements to derive MLat-MLT maps of the disturbed433

magnetic field occurrence probability for different conditions. In this section, we discuss434

methodology limitations resulting from the ambiguity between spatial and temporal vari-435

ations as it is complex to determine whether the spacecraft is moving through quasi-static436

structures or if the structures themselves are dynamic. We also compare the dBOP with437

auroral boundaries derived from FAC signatures and finally discuss the connection be-438

tween the dBOP and the auroral oval.439

4.1 Interpretation of magnetic field variations in the satellites’ moving440

frame of reference441

We found important discrepancies between the low- and high-frequency dBOP dis-442

tributions. At high frequencies, the dBOP distributions essentially highlight the dayside443

and, to a lesser extent, the midnight sector. As they directly map to active regions in444

the magnetosphere (regions of reconnection on the dayside and depolarization on the night-445

side), such sectors are subject to strong forcing when there is a stress imbalance between446

the ionosphere and the magnetosphere. Thereby, high-frequency magnetic field pertur-447

bations are commonly associated with dynamic FACs (typically Alfvén waves), which448

are generated in response to the tension on the magnetic field lines. On the other hand,449

the low-frequency dBOP is generally more spread over all MLTs. Indeed, low-frequency450

magnetic field perturbations indicate a more balanced stress between the ionosphere and451

magnetosphere, associated with quasi-steady-state FACs. Such perturbations are expected452

to reflect the average ionospheric current patterns, such as those described by the Av-453

erage Magnetic Field and Polar Current System (AMPS) model (Laundal et al., 2018).454

Consequently, in terms of magnetic field fluctuations, the low-frequency dBOP is455

more likely to relate to large-scale spatial variations while the high-frequency dBOP is456

expected to reflect temporal variations. However, we emphasize that the magnetic field457

disturbances measured by Swarm cannot be unambiguously identified as either spatial458

or temporal variations. This is due to the discrepancy between the Doppler-shifted fre-459
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Figure 11: Low- [0.1–1 Hz] (top) and high-frequency [2.5–5 Hz] (bottom) dBOP distribu-
tions for low (left) and high (right) solar wind driving based on two different ranges of the
Newell coupling function; namely [1–3] and [6–8]. Auroral oval boundaries – as derived
from the Xiong et al. (2014) model – are shown as the white dashed line on top of each
distribution and correspond to an epsilon value of 2.5 (low solar wind driving, left) and
5.45 (high solar wind driving, right) respectively

quency of the wave observed in the satellite reference frame and the wave frequency in460

the plasma reference frame (Stasiewicz et al., 2000; Chaston et al., 2004). Nonetheless,461

even in an ideal quasi-static scenario, it is challenging to assert whether the detected vari-462

ations are purely spatial or not. The reason for that is that we have no information about463

the orientation of the current sheet the spacecraft is flying through. For example, for satel-464

lite orbits that do not cross circles of latitude perpendicularly, a structure oriented east-465

west in magnetic coordinates will take longer to traverse and appear as lower frequen-466

cies (larger in space) than the same structure if crossed perpendicularly. This bias to-467

wards low frequencies might occur more often in the Southern Hemisphere than in the468

Northern Hemisphere due to the wider orbital plane in magnetic coordinates caused by469

the offset between magnetic and geographic poles – this offset being larger in the South.470

Yet, despite the space-time ambiguity, we found that the high-frequency dBOP be-471

haves similarly to small-scale FACs (Neubert & Christiansen, 2003) (see Section 3.3).472

Additionally, we now compare our dBOP distributions with the Xiong and Lühr auro-473

ral oval boundaries (Xiong & Lühr, 2014) which are derived from small and medium-scale474

CHAMP field-aligned current signatures. The Xiong and Lühr (2014) model is such that475

the position of the poleward and equatorward boundaries are fitted by ellipses that are476

parameterized by the Newell coupling function (merging electric field), which quantifies477

the solar wind input into the magnetosphere (Newell et al., 2007). Figure 11 shows the478

low- and high-frequency dBOP distributions for low and high solar wind driving condi-479

tions, with the modelled boundaries plotted on top (white dashed). Note that Xiong and480

Lühr (2014) used a time-integrated version of the merging electric field (Equation (2)481

in their paper), while our dBOP distributions are simply derived from the original Newell482

coupling function (Equation (1) in the same paper). As a first approximation, these fig-483

ures indicate a good agreement between dBOP and Xiong et al. (2014) auroral bound-484

aries, as the regions of intense dBOP (> 0.6) are plainly enclosed by the boundaries. At485

low frequencies, in particular, the correspondence is excellent. At high frequencies, the486

boundaries tend to delimit a much larger oval than the dBOP, but still give an approx-487
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imate idea of the location of the high-frequency dBOP oval. Moreover, the modelled bound-488

aries exhibit a modest dawn-dusk asymmetry. This is marginally visible along the 6–18489

MLT meridian, and more evident when looking along the ∼ 9–21 MLT meridian. Although490

less pronounced than the asymmetry in the corresponding dBOP distributions, this is491

another indication that the auroral oval boundaries derived by Xiong et al. (2014) and492

the dBOP display similar features.493

Regardless of the ambiguous space-time interpretation, we demonstrated a relatively494

good match between dBOP distributions and the modelled boundaries derived by Xiong495

et al. (2014). In particular, the low-frequency dBOP adequately captures where the au-496

roral zone FACs are located. The rest of the discussion focuses on the relation between497

dBOP and auroral oval.498

4.2 Relation with the auroral oval - Magnetic field version of the pre-499

cipitation occurrence probability500

In a previous study, we derived the electron precipitation occurrence probability501

(POP) from precipitating electron energy flux measurements at high latitudes (DMSP/SSJ)502

(Decotte et al., 2023). We established a direct connection between the electron precip-503

itation and the probability of observing aurora by setting an energy flux threshold above504

which the electron energy flux (in the energy range 1–30 keV) is assumed to result in au-505

roral features (Kilcommons et al., 2017b). One of the main findings from the POP study506

was the asymmetric pattern of the auroral occurrence oval, with a persistent preference507

for the dawn side compared to dusk. In the present study, we follow a similar method508

to derive the dBOP, which quantifies the probability of detecting magnetic field fluctu-509

ations in space above the polar region. As described in Section 2, the magnetic field spec-510

tral power is classified as either “disturbed” or “undisturbed” based on the examination511

of magnetic field perturbations in different frequency bands. As a first-order approxi-512

mation, we showed that the dBOP exhibits an oval shape around the magnetic poles,513

revealing asymmetries between MLT sectors. These similarities motivate the investiga-514

tion of a possible relationship between dBOP and POP. Therefore, while we performed515

the analysis without any assumption related to the precipitation auroral oval (see Sec-516

tion 3), this section is an attempt to explain our dBOP distributions in the context of517

auroral precipitation. We further discuss the potential use of dBOP as a proxy for the518

average auroral oval.519

Figure 12 shows how the dBOP MLat-MLT distributions at low (top left map) and520

high (top right map) frequencies compare to the POP (bottom map), using our entire521

data sets (no specific selection regarding geomagnetic conditions). The corresponding522

MLT profiles are also shown, with the 1D low- and high-frequency dBOP in orange and523

green on the bottom panels at left and right, respectively. The 1D-POP is plotted on524

top of each panel as the black line. We emphasize that the local time coverage is one ma-525

jor difference between POP and dBOP distributions. While DMSP (POP) does not cover526

the postnoon and postmidnight sectors, Swarm data (dBOP) have the benefit of rela-527

tively even coverage of all local times during all seasons (Lühr et al., 2019).528

On the one hand, the auroral ovals revealed by the low-frequency dBOP and the529

POP in Figure 12 exhibit similarities in shape and location - especially at the poleward530

boundary - such that the preferential MLat-MLT region for magnetic fluctuations and531

the preferred region for auroral electron precipitation seem to be, at first order, related.532

Although comparable to some extent, both ovals have different latitudinal extents, with533

overall smaller 1D-dBOP amplitudes (MLT profiles) compared to the POP. This feature534

is well identified by the comparison plot between the dBOP and POP MLT profiles (left535

panel of Figure 12), which also highlights the weaker dawn-dusk asymmetry in the dBOP536

(in orange) compared to the POP (in black). On the other hand, dBOP and POP sig-537

nificantly differ at higher frequencies. There is no longer dawn-dusk asymmetry in the538
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Figure 12: Comparison between dBOP (top maps) at low (left map, orange profile) and
high (right map, green profile) frequency, and POP (bottom map, black profile). Both
types of distributions are presented over the same latitudinal range 50◦ ≤ |MLat| ≤ 90◦.

dBOP oval at such frequencies, only a broad peak on the dayside (6–16 MLT), with very539

faint probabilities everywhere else. As a consequence, the dominant morphological pat-540

terns in dBOP and POP are highly contrasting in these conditions, as indicated by the541

associated MLT profiles (right panel of Figure 12, dBOP in green and POP in black).542

We also looked at the response of the dBOP distributions to the level of geomag-543

netic activity (orientation of IMF Bz and time relative to substorm epoch, see Sections544

3.3 and 3.5) and found that, independent of the frequency band, the MLT asymmetry545

is decreased during active times, due to a considerable enhancement in the dBOP in the546

nightside sector. This tendency is also observed with the dawn-dusk asymmetry in the547

POP distributions in Decotte et al. (2023). We emphasize that although the variation548

of geomagnetic activity impacts the degree of asymmetry in the dBOP and POP distri-549

butions in a similar fashion (the more active, the less asymmetric), the asymmetry in550

the dBOP is reduced to a larger extent than the POP during disturbed geomagnetic times.551

A quick comparison between the POP and dBOP responses to a southward turning of552

the IMF or to substorm onset shows that there is a relative lack of response of the POP,553

while the dBOP distributions are more impacted by such increased activity (greater night-554

side activation). This partly explains the larger asymmetric pattern in the POP, com-555

pared to the dBOP.556

In Decotte et al. (2023), we proposed a theory to explain the dawn-dusk asymme-557

try observed in the POP. The argument relies on a fluid description in which we assume558

a topological mapping between the auroral oval and the magnetospheric plasma sheet,559

such that variations in the amount of closed magnetic flux induce similar variations in560

the auroral region. We showed that the Earth’s corotation influence on the plasma con-561

vection pattern could be partly responsible for the auroral oval asymmetric shape. Since562

the low-frequency dBOP and the POP appear to be analogous, this approach could still563

be valid and partially explain why the dBOP morphology is dominated by an asymmet-564

ric pattern between the dawn and dusk sides of the auroral region. In particular, con-565

necting the dBOP to this perspective fits the idea that the auroral oval’s shape is not566

only regulated by energetic precipitation but also depends on the magnetic coupling be-567

tween the magnetosphere and ionosphere. Moreover, in this picture, it is expected that568

low- and high-frequency dBOP behave in a different manner. We showed that at high569
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frequencies the dBOP mainly reflects ionospheric regions that are related to dynamic changes570

in the magnetosphere. These regions are not influenced by the Earth’s rotation, unlike571

the large-scale plasma convection associated with the more steady MI coupling. This could572

consequently explain the lack of dawn-dusk asymmetry in the high-frequency dBOP.573

Kilcommons et al. (2017b) have produced maps of the large-scale FACs derived from574

DMSP magnetometer (SSM) data and compared where the R1 and R2 current systems575

lie relative to the electron precipitation boundaries, as derived from DMSP SSJ data.576

They found a dawn-dusk asymmetry in the FAC location, with higher latitude FACs in577

the dawn region compared to dusk. This latitudinal feature compares well with our low-578

frequency dBOP distributions derived for different levels of geomagnetic activity (see Sec-579

tions 3.3 and 3.5). However, the asymmetric pattern they point out doesn’t necessar-580

ily translate into a wider or more intense dBOP region at dawn. But interestingly enough,581

they interpret it as related to the extent of the region of strong precipitating electron582

flux and point to the constantly wider dawn side auroral region. Thereby, this asymme-583

try in the auroral region is a recurrent pattern in the electron precipitation auroral oval,584

the field-aligned currents and the disturbed magnetic field at low frequency.585

It makes sense, based on what we know about ionospheric electrodynamics, that586

the low-frequency dBOP (indicative of quasi-steady FACs) and POP (which essentially587

reflect the large-scale long-term pattern of the auroral oval) are related. Steady-state FACs588

are well described by the ionospheric Ohm’s law and depend on conductance, which is589

partly controlled by particle precipitation. Moreover, it is commonly known that auro-590

ral precipitation increases the ionospheric conductance in the same region as where the591

R1/R2 FACs are located (Milan et al., 2017). It then appears plausible that the low-frequency592

dBOP may be part of the signature of the diffuse auroral precipitation presented in Decotte593

et al. (2023). On the other hand, the high-frequency dBOP relates more to the propa-594

gation of Alfvén waves. On the dayside, there is a noteworthy resemblance between the595

range of MLTs over which the high-frequency dBOP is enhanced and the range of MLTs596

over which statistical distributions of inertial Alfvén wave Poynting flux are enhanced597

for both positive and negative By orientations (Figure 2a in Hatch et al., 2017). In ad-598

dition, as Alfvén waves can cause the acceleration of charged particles and their precip-599

itation into the auroral zone, it is expected that the high-frequency dBOP might be more600

similar to either monoenergetic or broadband aurora than to diffuse aurora (Newell et601

al., 2009). It is therefore useful to compare the maps from Figure 12 in Newell et al. (2009),602

showing the occurrence probability of broadband acceleration of precipitating particles,603

with the dBOP distributions from Figure 6 (Bz analysis). This comparison indicates a604

good match between the peak regions. During low solar wind driving, the probability605

of observing broadband acceleration is restrained to two hot spots, the main one being606

in the dawn sector and the other one in the post-noon MLT region. This compares with607

the high-frequency dBOP during quiet times (Bz > 0), which also peaks in the dawn-608

to-noon sector, with, however, a high-probability region covering the entire dayside. In609

particular, an important difference with Newell’s electron precipitation maps is the per-610

sistence of a dBOP spot around noon. During increased solar wind driving, the same two611

spots are conserved in Newell’s map, with an additional region of increased broadband612

electron precipitation between 23 and 1 MLT. Additionally, the peak at dawn sees its613

intensity decreasing while it expands over a larger MLT region, now covering the noon614

region. The corresponding (Bz < 0) high-frequency dBOP shows a diffuse enhancement615

in all MLT sectors and is globally fainter compared to more quiet times. In these con-616

ditions, the highest dBOP probabilities are located in the dawn-to-noon region and in617

the midnight sector, similar to the broadband aurora. A similar comparison of the high-618

frequency dBOP maps with the Newell et al. (2009) maps for monoenergetic accelera-619

tion occurrence probability (their Figure 11) shows poor correlation.620

From this comparison analysis, it is clear that dBOP and POP distributions show621

significant differences, suggesting that not all features captured in the POP are neces-622
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sarily captured in the dBOP (and vice versa), highlighting inherent differences between623

electron precipitation and magnetic field fluctuations. Based on these differences it is not624

expected that the two quantities exhibit identical morphologies. Nonetheless, we have625

shown that the POP and the dBOP, especially at low frequencies, present outstanding626

similarities such as the morphological asymmetric pattern with the dawn preference, and627

the response to the geomagnetic conditions. This suggests that some of the properties628

of the precipitation auroral oval can be inferred from the magnetic field perturbations,629

and it thus seems reasonable to use the low-frequency dBOP as a proxy for the auro-630

ral oval.631

5 Conclusion632

We have presented a method for investigating the auroral morphology using mag-633

netic field perturbation data from Swarm/VFM. We implemented the dBOP at low 0.1–634

1 Hz and high 2.5–5 Hz frequencies and used it to assess the probability of observing dis-635

turbances in the magnetic field at auroral latitudes, as a function of magnetic latitude636

and local time. We found the dBOP global morphology to be strongly dependent on the637

investigated frequency range. At low frequencies, we have pointed out an asymmetric638

pattern between the dawn and dusk sectors, with a clear tendency for the dBOP to be639

more pronounced towards dawn (approx 5–8 MLT). At higher frequencies, the asymme-640

try in the dBOP is strongest near the noon-midnight meridian, with a large predomi-641

nance of the dayside, especially the post-noon region. We also highlighted the reduced642

asymmetric pattern during geomagnetically disturbed conditions.643

We discussed these results in the context of a previous study (Decotte et al., 2023)644

about the auroral electron precipitation occurrence probability (POP) and found that645

the low-frequency dBOP evinces spatial/morphological similarities with the POP. In par-646

ticular, we observed an asymmetric pattern in both the POP and the low-frequency dBOP,647

with an unequivocal preference for the dawn-to-noon MLT sector. We also showed that648

the dBOP morphology is stable with varying detection thresholds and that the dawn-649

dusk asymmetry appears in all low-frequency distributions independent of IMF orien-650

tation and substorm phase, just as in the POP. This suggests that, like the POP in the651

energy range 1–30 keV, the dBOP below 1 Hz can be used as a proxy for the auroral oval,652

and a footprint of the large-scale circulation of plasma and magnetic flux in the mag-653

netosphere.654
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